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Faculty To Determine Future Of Reading Week
BY DAN BERMAN
News Editor
Reading Week, that hallowed
Trinity institution which pro-
vides for a mid-semester break
from classes, is on life support
right now as faculty prepare to
vote on a proposal to revamp it.
Last week, the Curriculum
Committee sent a report on
Reading Week to Trinity faculty
recommending that Reading
Week be abolished and replaced
with a two-day break in each se-
mester.
The proposal will be intro-
duced by the Curriculum Com-
mittee at the faculty meeting
tonight, October 6. However, a
vote on the subject may not hap-
pen until later in the year, with
the final decision belonging to
the Board of Trustees.
"Trinity Days," as the new
break would be called, would be
held on the Tuesday and
Wednesday of a week in mid-
semester. They would operate in
the same manner as Reading
Week: school would remain
open but classes would be sus-
pended. Classes would be held
as usual on Monday, Thursday
and Friday of that week.
Also outlined in the proposal
is extending Thanksgiving
break, currently a 5-day week-
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floor only) and the proposed site for the new houses on Vernon St.
New Multicultural Houses
Planned For Vernon Street
BY KATHERINE KIMBER
News Writer
As part of the many changes
going on at Trinity, plans are
being made for the building of
three new cultural houses.
Hillel, the Jewish student orga-
nization, AASA, the Asian-
American Student Alliance,
and LVL, La Vos Latina, will
have their own space on cam-
pus.
The tentative location for the
new cultural houses will be on
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Vernon Street, near the Umoja
House.
"The master planners of the
college are working on a tenta-
tive plan on Vernon Street that
would create a really interesting
multicultural complex... which
I think would be very exciting
particularly since it would be
on Vernon Street, which would
be the grand ceremonial en-
trance of the institution," said
President Dobelle.
The administration hopes to
have funds and land in order to
begin building by next year. "1
look forward to the construc-
tion of La Vos Latina and Asian
House, all of which with Umoja,
are partially if not all paid for
by Trinity dollars. The Hillel
House and the potential Italian
Cultural Center would be paid
for by external sources at their
desire," Dobelle also noted.
The new houses will be lo-
cated on campus, in a more
prominent location than the
see NEW HOMES
on page ten
end from Wednesday until Sun-
day to a full week off from
classes. In addition, the proposal
would add to the reading days
at the end of each semester, and
move Spring Vacation up two
weeks to mid-March.
According to the proposal,
the reasoning for the decision is
the deterioration of Reading
Week into "an occasion for that
'general exodus from campus...'
with sizeable numbers of un-
dergraduates viewing i t as a va-
cation pure and simple and
many faculty using it for re-
search trips or other activities
that keep them away from cam-
pus life.
"As criticism of Reading
Week has mounted," the report
continues, "it has come to be in-
creasingly regarded in many
quarters as a powerful symbol
of a disturbing lack of academic
rigor and seriousness of pur-
pose at the institution."
Despite this, the Curriculum
Committee wanted to preserve
some of the beneficial aspects of
Reading Week such as educa-
tional field trips and lectures.
In addition, President Dobelle
and others have suggested an
all-college event that could at-
tract well-known speakers to
Trinity. To do this, and to allow
for a mid-semester break, the
committee designed "Trinity
Days."
We would hope that every in-
structor will find some con-
structive and innovative use for
see READING on page ten
President Dobelle Speaks




On Friday, October 2, Presi-
dent Evan Dobelle sat down for
his semi-annual interview with
The Tripod. In a candid inter-
view, he discussed the antici-
pated hockey rink, the strategic
plan, and enforcement of the al-
cohol policy.
The first issue discussed was
the recently announced "multi-
sports recreation center," which
will include two ice skating
rinks, that is planned for the
joint use between Trinity and
the community.
' Planned for completion by
2001, the facility will feature
double surface rinks, one an
800-seat competitive rink and
one set aside for recreational
use.
Due to state legislation that
allocates $2 million for the
project, the "multi-sports com-
plex" will be built "proximate to
Irppdand N<Sw Britain Avenue,"
according to Dobelle.
He then described possible
positive developments that
could result from the rink's con-
struction.
"We also may take a look at it
as a centerpiece of retail devel-
opment that can bring other
kinds of stores that... would be'
very appropriate for faculty.stu-
dents and staff to be able to uti-
lize," he added.
. Dobelle excitedly stated that
the rink is "the final piece of the
components to make the learn-
ing corridor: You have the edu-
cation, the after school, the
childcare, and this is recre-
ational component."
Concerns have been raised
over the degree to which the ice
rink would be used by the com-
see DOBELLE on page eight
President Evan Dobelle sits back to think
about Trinity's latest achievements.
KATIE BRYANT
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Chad M. Bennett '00
An Open Letter To the Trinity Community:
In a week when the Tripod has become the story rather than the provider, an expla-
nation is certainly warranted.
As ati entirely student-run newspaper, trie Ttipod strives to publish pieces that are
accurate, newsworthy, and of interest to the Trinity community. As is the case with
any publication —student-operated or professional — the Tripod staff has the right to
define the contents of its pages. Again, as is the case with all publications, this respon-
sibility must ultimately fall upon the shoulders of the Editor-in-Chief. In fact, the
Tripod's constitution plainly states that the Editor-in-Chief, who is elected by the staff,
is responsible for "all of trie contents and production of the paper." As this description
details, it is up to the Editor to foster a unifying vision or direction for the paper.
The decision that was made regarding Ms. Dare's article was that it should simply be
held for one week. Since there was debate over the value of the article, it was deemed
appropriate to submit it for open discussion among the entire Tripod staff at the next
meeting. Future publication of the piece was explicitly left up in the air.
This decision in no way, shape or form can be construed as censorship. No publica-
tion — from the Washington Post to the New Yorker to the Tripod—is under any obliga-
tion to print every piece submitted. Epic poems worthy of the highest accolades would
not find their way into the folds of the Tripod. Likewise, pieces of debatable value will
not be printed without dialogue. In order to be worthy of print, submitted pieces must
fall into the accepted standards of newspaper journalism. After all, there are other
outlets on campus which serve as a forum for articles that do not fit in a newspaper.
We are proud of the content of the Tripod and the effort that goes into its production.
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Trinity Does Care
To the Editor:
The September 22,1998 article
entitled "Does Trinity Care? A Look
at Multicultural Funding" failed to
address several issues that I dis-
cussed with Ms. O'Connell during
our interview. While The Tripod ar-
ticle was substantially accurate, it
did not paint the whole picture of
the amount of support that has
been given to the Office of
Multicultural Affairs and therefore
it may have been misleading.
As I explained to Ms. O'Connell,
Trinity has already made efforts to
expand its institutional initiative
with respect to the Office of
Multicultural Affairs. Specifically,
the position of Assistant Dean of
Multicultural Affairs has been
shifted from a part-time position to
full-time. Next year the commit-
ment is due to increase again.
Furthermore, two new cultural
houses (for La Voz Latina and the
Asian-American Student Associa-
tion) will be built and are scheduled
to open by September, 2000. The
cost for constructing these cultural
centers is estimated to be $500K per
house. To insure quality designs
and proper utilization of these new
houses, students, faculty and ad-
ministrators are volunteering their
time and effort to visit other colleges
and universities with strong com-
mitments to diversity and
multiculturalism. These visits will
begin in October and a final report
of the visits should be available af-
ter November 1st.
Finally, Student Services offices
such as the Student Acti vi ties Office
and the Chaplain are devoting ex-
isting resources to complement the
diversity efforts of the Multicultural
Affairs Office, and the Career Ser-
vices Office has submitted a pro-
posal to secure more funding. Thus,
the Multicultural Affairs Office is
not the only one with budget dol-
lars aimed at promoting diverse
programs and activities to achieve
our multicultural agenda.
Multicultural Affairs Council
members and groups such as AASA,
EROS (Trinity Gay/Straight Alli-
ance), Hillel, Imam, ISA, LVL, and
TCBWO are also attempting to pro-
vide diverse, thought-provoking
programs. Their financial support
comes from the Student Govern-
ment Association's Budget Commit-
tee. Across the board, these groups
that sponsor mainly nonalcoholic,
culturally diverse and academic
based programs received only about
one-third of their budget requests.
They could accomplish more if the
S.G.A. decides to grant a larger por-
tion of their budget requests. A true
institutional commitment to
multiculturalism must be fostered
through all facets of the College.
Can we do more? Yes. But the re-
ality is that the picture has im-
proved and we do not want the
College community to be left with
incomplete information and a feel-
ing that Trinity doesn't care. In fact,
the changes underway and the in-
crease in resources suggest that
Trinity cares significantly.
Sincerely,
Kimberly E. Jones '91
Assistant Deanof Student Services
For Multicultural Affairs
Go With The Cosmopolitan Flow
To the Editor:
It's unfortunate that a member of
the deprived majority of monolin-
gual Americans was assigned to
write about Pedro Prieti's El
SpangHsh National Anthem: A
Bolinche in Progress, presented at
Austin Arts Center on Saturday,
Sept. 26. She assumed that the half
of the audience who do not speak
Spanglish were all confused and un-
comfortable. This was certainly not
the case with myself and my wife.
Although we do not speak Spanish,
both of us grew up bilingual, and we
appreciate the cultural richness of
a bilingual or multilingual environ-
ment.
Actually, despite our lack of
Spanish, we were able to figure out
a great deal of what was being said,
and we really enjoyed the wordplays
that are unique to a bilingual cul-
ture. As for the alleged "obscenities"
on stage, I found their naturalness
and openness quite inoffensive in
comparison with what I read re-
cently in the Starr Report. I can
understand how a deprived mono-
lingual person may be uneasy in the
presence of a bilingual perfor-
mance; I grew up with a deaf
mother who was always suspicious
that people were talking about her




Editors' Note: The writer of the
piece in que s t i on w o u l d like it
known that she isfluent in Spanish.
Filling The Void On Rosh Hashanah
To the Editor:
In Joshua Sherman's opinion col-
umn "Filling The Void With God"
he stated: "I personally believe a re-
lationship with Jesus Christ is the
only way to satisfy our hunger for
love, but you would be foolish to ac-
cept my beliefs as truth without
searching Christianity for truth
yourself." While it quite possibly
could be coincidence, personally it
just seemed kind of ironic how the
lecture which inspired his article
was held on Rosh Hashanah. Being
Jewish it sure is a shame that on this






We keep trying to escape. Our conversations go in circles. We
keep trying to escape. Our conversations go in circles. We are
waiting here for Dobelle. He says he will come and change ev-
erything for the better, but our time is running short and noth-
ing, NOTHING has happened. Come find out why Trinity is the
center of our existentialist angst. ;
"Tails." "Heads. I win."
"I'm afraid I don't under-
stand."
"I'm afraid I do."
Suicide is "the only one
true philosophical prob-
lem,"
"We'll hang ourselves now. Un-
less [Dobelle] comes."
* " ' ' " " « • • • . , ; .
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Cultural Biases Exposed
El Spanglish Forces Students to Confront Selves
BY ARMANDO PAGAN
Opinion Writer
El Spanglish National An-
them: A Bochinche in Progress
written by world-renown
Puerto Rican poet Pedro Pietri
came to Austin Arts on the Sat-
urday night during Family
Weekend. That night there
were two hundred or so people
in the audience. The perform-
ers welcomed the audience into
a fairly dark room with some
Salsa music ringing loudly in
Spanish. Throughout the show
the performers gave the audi-
ence more Spanish, with equal
doses of English, and Spanglish.
The performers were real
people. They spoke very loud at
times and, yet, other times they
spoke very softly. They were
rude to each other, they spoke
out of turn, they cursed up a
"abrasive" making them feel
"awkward", "confused", and "un-
comfortable". But, this confuses
me because the play was a po-
litical satire about the impact
that US. colonialism has had on
Puerto Ricans and the Diaspora.
It discussed many aspects of
this colonialism and its conse-
quences including issues of
politics, poverty, discrimina-
tion, and bilingualism, while
being performed in Spanglish,
as the title suggests. But, the re-
ality of this colonialism was too
"abrasive" for a Trinity audience.
It became pretty clear to me
during the performance that
many people had a problem
with it after I had seen the ma-
jority of the "confused" and "un-
comfortable" audience
members walk out well before
the it was over. What does this
mean? Perhaps the use of
Spanglish or the issues dis-
Doyou ever question why you live where
you do?
storm at times, they sang and
kughed, they told jokes and gos-
sip, they spoke to the audience
and made them speak back.
They confronted the audience,
like many people confront each
other every day, but with a
Spanglish twist. This is part of
Puerto Rican culture.
That very same night, on
some other part of campus,
families and students con-
fronted each other as well. They
sang and danced to music. They
too, were rude to each other,
spoke out of turn, and cut each
other in line to get some things
to drink. Some may have even
gotten drunk. They laughed,
and cursed, and made jokes too.
Of course, they gossiped as well.
In fact, every weekend some-
thing like this happens at Trin-
ity. This is part of Trinity's
culture.
What is the true difference
between the cultures I have just
described? The difference is
that at Trinity one of those cul-
tures is accepted and main-
tained and the other one is not
. appreciated or understood. It is
alienated.
Apparently over half of the
Trinity audience concluded
that the play was much too
cussed were too harsh and con-
troversial. Nothing of what the
play was about seems too offen-
sive for me. Yet, many Trinity
students walked out of the
show feeling that it was too
abrasive because they could not
understand. Is it that they could
not understand or that they did
not want to understand?
The only explanation, I feel,
why the audience Sailed to want
to understand is because they
felt culturally uncomfortable.
They seem to limit themselves
by their own cultural expecta-
tions. It seems that at Trinity it
is easier to walk way from issues
like poverty, discrimination,
and bilingualism than it is to
try to confront and understand
them.
What did the audience ex-
pect? Did they want culture
spoon-fed to them at their pace,
in their language? Did those
audience members that walked
out expect not to hear a least a
bit of Spanglish? Come on, that
sounds like a no brainer to me.
Imagine if I was to say that I get
uncomfortable when my
American literature professor
starts speaking in English, or
• that I become confused when I
see drunken people at Trinity
parties. Quite frankly, I am
puzzled about how anyone
would seem to suggest that the
performers did something
wrong by not giving the audi-
ence what they expect to see —
what their culture expects.
And yet, they justify their ac-
tions by claiming that they felt
"uncomfortable" and could not
understand.
What if I was to say that
Trinity's culture makes me feel
uncomfortable? Or, if 1 said that
every time I'm the only one not
wearing a dirty white hat, with
a plaid shirt, and wrinkled kha-
ki pants I feel uncomfortable?
Or, that I get confused when
someone assumes that I am
from Hartford because I am
Latino? Or that I feel incredibly
awkward when I have to say
that I did not go to a boarding
school, or that I do not live in a
suburb, or even worse that I
went to a public school in Jer-
sey City. Or, that 1 just hate it
when people assume that I am
not a student at Trinity. Or, that
every time I feel that way I want
to get up and walk away. But, I
cannot do that because Trinity
culture is everywhere I go. Yet, I
understand it, and appreciate it
for what it is. 1 appreciate it for
letting me know that as long as
there are people that are not
willing to "suffer" through an
uncomfortable performance
that my culture will never be
understood or appreciated as
being American. Aslongas that
happens you will continue to be
racist, sexist, classist, and ho-
mophobic oppressors.
Do you ever question why
you live where you do? Or, why
are there are so many of you at
Trinity? Or, why there is a gate
around our campus? Or, why
President Dobelle has made
statements like "we intend to
draw our neighbors in not drive
them away"? Do you question
why so many of you own
• Volvos, or watch the movies you
watch, or wear J. Crew, or why
you binge drink? Do you ques-
tion why events like E!
Spanglish National Anthem
come to campus? Do you ques-
tion your living and your
lifestyles? Can I call your mu-
sic vulgar or your politics crass?





WHAT EXACTLY IS KEEPING US HERE?
An Honor Code For Trinity?
BY ADRIENNE FULCO
Associate Professor of Legal and Policy Studies
The recent campus controversy over changes in the alcohol
policy has prompted me to reflect upon the larger question of the
relationship between the administrative policies of the College in
general and student rights and responsibilities. The kinds of criti-
cisms many students have leveled at the changes in the alcohol
policy are not unlike those made about other administrative deci-
sions concerning student academic and social life. As we attempt
to better understand the roles of the administration, faculty, and
students in making important decisions, it is worth noting that
the Trinity Bulletin states that Trinity "is a community united in
a quest for excellence in liberal arts education" and that the
College's "paramount purpose is to foster critical thinking, free the
mind of parochialism and prejudice, and prepare students to lead
examined lives that are personally satisfying, civically responsible,
and socially useful." (Bulletin, p. 9) Students who are familiar with
this page of the Bulletin would be correct to point out that the
Mission Statement also "entrusts undergraduates to regulate their
own affairs." How are decisions to be made given the College's
dual commitment to providing an environment in which students
can both achieve academic excellence and at the same time take
responsibility for governing their own affairs?
In order to clarify the locus of decision making authority •! will
focus on a policy question that recently has been debated on cam-
pus and about which I have had many conversations with col-
leagues and students: a student honor code. I have chosen this issue
because I believe that the rules we put in place governing academic
honesty deeply affect the ability of our students to attain the ex-
cellent liberal arts education promised to them in the Bulletin.
Typically students address questions of academic honesty only
when an individual has been accused of cheating or plagiarism
and has been called before the Academic Affairs Committee. The
private nature of the disciplinary process seems to suggest that
academic dishonesty is a private matter that does not have impli-
cations for the larger community In fact, however, matters of aca-
demic honesty are at the very foundation of the intellectual
enterprise in which the whole community is engaged. Placing any
discussion of a student honor code in. the context of the larger aca-
demicQojnmuAJtynjightallow us to move rhe discussion forward,
Often when students express their opposition to new policy
decisions, they make iwo distinct points. First, they say that the
faculty and administration should not impose restrictive policies
on students, who should instead be permitted—and even encour-
aged—to decide whether or not such policies are necessary. Stu-
dents further argue that unless they are called upon to make these
sorts of decisions they will be deprived of the opportunity to be-
come responsible, independent minded young adults. Second,
some students claim that if the institution imposes policies upon
students without their consent, it is unlikely that students will
regard those policies as legitimate, and, as a result, the policies will
fail. When these criticisms are applied to the possible introduc-
tion of a Trinity student honor code, it seems to me that what has
been overlooked is the responsibility of the institution to establish
the conditions under which the principal purpose of the College
to nurture academic achievement and excellence in liberal arts
education take place. 5tudents should be consulted and their views
should be carefully considered, but ultimately it is the responsi-
bility of the College to determine what rules need to be in place so
that-its mission can be carried out. Since it is the faculty and ad-
ministration who are held accountable for the academic records
of Trinity students, it is they who must determine the policies that
assure the integrity of those records. Students, who after all attend,
the College voluntarily, are obligated to follow the policies that are
currently in place and that are later enacted according to legiti-
mate procedures.
Students might claim that' grades and class attendance are not
comparable to an honor code because the latter policy requires that
students police the academic habits of their peers. Some would
contend that students must first consent to a policy that makes
them responsible for reporting the transgressions of others, other-
wise it will not work. The problem with this line of reasoning is
that Trinity students, many of whom attest to rampant cheating
and plagiarism on the campus, have been reluctant to take respon-
sibility for reporting academic dishonesty among their peers. In-
deed, students often regard academic dishonesty as a problem that
exclusively pits individual students against individual members
of the faculty. A College mandated honor code, requiring students
to assume responsibility for their own academic honesty as well
as that of their peers, would instead define the problem as one that
is at the heart of the academic enterprise and which therefore in-
volves all members of the academic community. Defining aca-
demic honesty in this way emphasizes the stake that all students
have in an intellectual community that values and requires per-
sonal integrity, and the very worthiness of a Trinity degree is mea-
sured in part by the College's willingness to implement and enforce
policies that make academic honesty the norm. Although this re-
sponsibility falls squarely on the shoulders of experienced fac-
ulty and administrators entrusted to carry out the mission of the
College, only student support of such a policy will reverse the cur-
. rent situation, characterized by an almost casual indifference to
academic dishonesty, that so many hard working students regard
as both unacceptable and demoralizing.
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
An Ice Hockey Rink For Whom?
Dear Mr. Dobelle: rounding it a part of their lives.
1 would also like to voice my displeasure for
While 1 do feel that the College is to be
praised for supporting the men's and women's
hockey programs with the promise of a long
overdue new and nearby ice rink (as an-
nounced in 9/29/98 Tripod), 1 must say that I
am a bit more than curious when the rheto-
ric of your announcement continually gen-
eralizes the notions of the community,
citizens, and neighborhood children that are
to benefit from this new rink.
My larger concerns may be best repre-
sented with some questions: you mention that
the rink will be used to support athletic ac-
tivities for the neighborhood youth but how
does hockey appeal to the current youth of the
surrounding neighborhood? When last I
looked, I've rarely seen a person of color in this
neighborhood playing or yearning to play
hockey.
Let's say that some of these kids do want to
play hockey. Who's paying for the gear? I
think that you can't even step onto the rink
without dropping at least a couple of hundred
dollars down for basic equipment, and then
there's ice time to be paid for. Irrespective of
racial and cultural background, whatare the
demographics on the number of youths in the
in city of Hartford (not the suburbs), who can
afford to play hockey? If they can't pay for it
and you believe that this rink will attract the
youth of Frog Hollow and Barry Square, who
is going to fund their involvement? You men-
tion 22 youth hockey groups. How many of
them are or will be permanently located in
this neighborhood?
What I'm getting at is that it seems as if the
youth who will enjoy hockey leagues in this
new rink will be Trinity's own varsity athletes
and those youth from suburban communities
who have always been able to afford to play
hockey wherever it was to be offered, 1 don't
have a problem with Trinity being proud of
building a rink to support its successful var-
sity programs, but I'm skeptical when the
rhetoric used to posture and justify its place-
ment (where once were family homes and
: .i^ar|iTaeinis).subi^iitstlaeidea waticebockey
will "renew the neighborhood and forge closer
lin kages between the Co] lege comm unity and
our neighbors beyond the campus."
I would love to hear from you regarding
how Trinity plans to make hockey appealing,
available, accessible, and affordable to the
working class, African-American, Latino, and
other ethnic communities whose neighbor-
hoods will be expected to host the proposed
rink. Since your announcement states that
the new rink will "create new options for chil-
dren and new job opportunities for adults,"
and will "serve community interests," I'm sure
that you must have detailed plans that spe-
cifically appeal to the communities of color
that, for some reason before now, have never
made hockey and the retail and fanfare sur-
the language of your announcement which
states that Trinity having its own hockey rink
is key due to "the fact that the College is able
to leverage its need for and use of such a facil-
ity to stimulate community-based activity
that will further stabilize and revitalize our
neighborhoods." This is not a far cry from the
belief that people with money and influence
know what's best for those who are without
much money and influence, as if being work-
ing class and without power means that one
will accept whatever's given — a handout, a
welfare pittance, urban development prom-
ises, a hockey rink —and should be damn well
thankful for it. Are we at Trinity basking too
comfortably in the nimbus of our own noblese
oblige to think that, with such a hockey rink,
"if we build it, they will come?"
While I do agree that Trinity should play a
roll in supporting what you call "community
interests," I would like to know which indi-
viduals were influential and included in the
planning process that 1) felt Trinity was/is to
IF]©
be the avatar of communi ty stabilization, and
2) felt that building a hockey rink, more so
than taking down iron fences, more so than
never blocking off Vernon Street, more so than
making sureevery student is concerned with
community service, is key to the "extraordi-
nary grassroots-public-private partnership to
renew neighborhoods and rebuild commu-
,nity{that]continues to set an example for the
nation", I look;fprwatd to Viearing fri>m you
aridl'm sure many in the community you've
become so nationally recognized for embrac-
ing are also interested in hearing how they
will be included in the latest manifestation
of the College's Master Plan. Since you're a
man that was cited in The New York Times as
never letting a message linger on your desk
for more than 48 hours, 1 am sure that the
Trinity and Hartford comnvunities will hear
your response in a timely fashion.
Sincerely,
Hank Lewis
The Allan K. Smith Assistant Professor of
Creative Writing in Fiction
Greeks No More Exclusive Than Anything Else
To the Editor:
1 am frustrated to find that people continue
to blame the Greek organizations for the ho-
mogenous atmospheres created here at Trin-
ity. True, the majority of the fraternities and
sororities attract people of similar back-
grounds and similar interests, but so do the
clubs and multi-cultural organizations; so do
most athletic teams; and to go even further, so
do most academic departments here. To ac-
cuse the Greek organizations for being re-
sponsible for the sense of broken community
here is an unfair criticism, and one in which I
encourage the student body to truly think
about.
If anything, let us consider that the Greek
organizations are required by their national
chapters to participate in community devel-
opment on three distinct levels: one, to pro-
vide a social outlet; two, to offer educational
programs; and three, to engage in community
service. I am only familiar with two other
types of organizations that are designed to
accomplish thingsin all of these areas: multi-
cultural organizations and the Office of Resi-
dential Life. Now considering that the Greek
organizations have been able to attract more
people to their functions, don't you think that
we are being a little harsh on them? Whether
you choose toattend these functions or not is
your decision, and yours alone.
The comparison of Greek organizations
with ORL also brings up the issue of the
administration's role in community building
here at Trinity. Ihavealreadymentkmedthat
there are homogerieousenvironments within
the academic departments here, and it should
be noted that the departments do not inter-
act wkh one another often. The administra-
tion also plays a large role in creating this
homogeneous environment. Keep in mind
that we are a private institution and there is
an "essence" of exclusion in that alone. The
configuration of the student body lies first in
the hands of the admissions office, and abides
by their standards and criteria for entrance to
the college. The administration should also
consider providing more resources for the stu-
dent body other than a space with sloped
floors and built in taps. And finally, may I re-
mind you that it was the administration's de-
cision to enforce an invitation only policy for
weeknight late nights, not the fraternities' de-
cision.
Now 1 am not the biggest advocate of all
the fraternities or sororities here on campus;
I do, however, commend them for creating an
essence of community that makes them
happy. The biggest issue here is not what
Greeks do or do not do, it is that the student
body needs to question what sense of com-
munity Trinity already has; what sense of
community they want Trinity to have; and
how they plan on accomplishing it Writing
an article for the Tripod is only the first step
of activism.
Greek organizations and the lack of coffee
houses are not what is truly hurting this cam-
pus. The bottom line is no one organization
nor type of organization destroys the essence
of community on a college campus-people
destroy community. People do, however, also
have the ability to create community, and
until we all recognize and exercise our power
as students, Trinity will continue to be a cam-
pus plagued with the need to categorize, de-
fine, and finally attack and blame others for




This evening after coming back from din-
ner and watching Seinfeld and doing some
high-level computer programming I was
visited by my close friend, Mike. He asked
me if 1 had read the new Tripod, specifically
the editorial, "NESCAC Should Cut Varsity."
After he left, I flipped to the article and be-
gan a long, lengthy journey into the twisted
minds of the authors. I vowed to myself and
to Mike that I would'not get personal with
this editorial, but the complete lack of
thoughtful consciousness of the authors has
inflamed me so that I cannot hold back.
Although I am not an athlete at this
school, I respect and value the abilities and
commitments that our athletes make. I have
been to a few soccer games in the past few
weeks and have been very impressed by the
amount of leadership, concentration, and
human spirit that is exhibited at the games.
Although I have known many of the play-
ers for a few years now I am constantly gain-
ing more admiration for what they do. I live
with two athletes whose schedules are
much more rigorous than my own. My
roommates have practices, classes, work
hours, and the additional pressures of being
a model for other students. When an indi-
vidual takes the time to learn how to con-
trol his mind, his body, his breathing, and
his routine, cohering them on a nonintel-
lectual level it is a beautiful thing. Watch-
ing an individual push herself is spiritually
warming. The elimination of varsitysports
is just another attempt to deprive us of
something beautiful in favor of judgement
and analysis. Analysis has its place in ar-
guments and not in beauty.
The first thing that stood out in the edi-
torial was the implication that students get
into NESCAC schools solely based on their
athletic ability. This is false. We are not a
Division I school. There are no cars given
out to football players a la Johnny Be Good,
or plush suburban homes given to poverty-
stricken families of basketball favorites
(Blue Chips). These schools do not slide kids
by the admissions office. They might get a
little more attention due to the fact that they
can add to the college community. They add
in the classroom (e.g. Philosophy of Sport),
on the field (the games are entertainment),
and in a social setting (they are actually
human). Although I have met kids with
little interest in anything academic that
does not mean that they have no interest in
anything mind-centered. When one is
given talent they have an obligation to fol-
low their aptitudes. That the authors have
no such abilities means they can probably
do other things, I guess.
The next thing we noticed was the au-
thors' obsession with money. What does
Sports Are Good
"despite the fact that Trinity athletes have
little chance of being good enough, or get-
ting enough exposure to become a profes-
sional," mean? Seriously, 1 write stories and
poems, I am no Faulkner but I enjoy it. Life
is hard enough, we try to order our con-
sciousness in such a way that we find it an
enriching and positive experience. Athletes
love the game and they love the competition,
they love the field, and they love their team-
mates. What is wrong with fostering that
positive emotion? This emotion is not sim-
ply an external bonding as the authors in-
dicate but deals with the internal
functioning of the athlete. If an athlete
learns to communicate better, think more
rigorously, compete more fervently, this ap-
plies directly to being a professional in any-
thing. College is not a factory designed to
produce students, it is a place where we can
all cooperate to learn from each other.
When alumni give money to athletics, one
must learn that is what they find important.
Joe Paterno gives money to the library pos-
sibly because he wished he had learned
more academically. Those academics pos-
sibly give more to athletics because they
wish they had participated more in athlet-
ics. When the authors state "here at Trinity
and at American colleges in general the pre-
eminence given them is drastically out of
proportion with their importance," one
must question what world these two come
from. Who makes it important? Parents?
Students? Contributors? Teachers? All of
these groups in totality make athletics im-
portant because humans like sports (dogs
love trucks).
Humans like sports because they teach us
to excel at any given task. The tasks that I
personally find most important are living
in harmony with myself and the environ-
ment; sports contribute immensely to my
goals. I find that when I exercise I am more
connected with myself (a healthy body
leads to a healthy mind). Living in harmony
with the environment means treating it
with respect, and athletics requires having
.respect for ,tb,e majesty o_f G#i$, ̂ su^anmt
always find that in a classroom. If going to
class is your thing, I respect you and wish
you all the best. If going to class, doing your
schoolwork, and then going to play a sport
is what makes you happy, what gives a
couple of hyper-intellectuals the gumption
to discourage that. These are probably the
same two kids who would tell you that Kobe
Bryant should have gone to college. Yeah...






Why do we have varsity sports at Trin-
ity? After all, the chances that an athlete
will turn pro or Olympic are nil. Money
could be better allocated for different pro-
grams that focus on theater or the arts. This
argument could be made since smaller
schools, mostly division II or III, have little
economic value compared to division I
schools and reap little revenue from their
programs. However, this analysis fails to
take in account the number of ways sports
have effected different facets of people's lives.
College athletes have a strong interest in
the way sports help them to develop, regard-
less of their talent, sport, or level of play.
Indeed, the important contributions of col-
lege sports to college athletes' self develop-
ment as a person creates a personal interest
in the athletes playing their sport. This per-
sonal interest, to participate in college
sports, provides student-athletes important
life skills such as cooperation, leadership,
competitiveness, and responsibility. At the
same time, these skills help define their
character and behavior which assist in the
development of the self.
Although.there is a general interest in
playing sports, women, in particular, have
come tremendously far in the sports arena
within the last 20 years. Take for instance,
the new WNBA and ABL institutions or the
increasing number of scholarships that the
NCAA now offers women. Aside from sport
progress, psychologist have noted females
who play sports gain confidence, increase of
self worth, values of perseverance, self-reli-
ance, and the competitive spirit. More im-
portantly, participation in sports helps
women compete with men on more equal
grounds at the business and professional
level. In fact, a recent survey by the Women's
Sports Foundation shows that 80% of
women in key positions at Fortune 500 com-
panies participate in sports, and that women
executives emphasize the importance of
sports to their corporate success.
Varsity sports extend beyond personal in-
terest and into the community, as illustrated
by the president's announcement to build an
ice rink. According to The Tripod (page 7)
the "new facility will be anchored by
Trinity's men's and women's hockey pro-
grams". We will be up to speed with other
NESCAC competitors and the facility is ex-
pected to "stimulate community-based ac-
tivity that will further stabilize and
revitalize our neighborhood by working
with 22 youth hockey groups."
While I understand the importance of
Trinity novice writers wanting to voice their
opinion and evoke a reaction, there is no rea-
son for ignorance, At a time when.tourna-
ment play is under consideration for
elimination and programs such as football
are struggling with the absence of post sea-
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I did not enjoy reading the article
entitled "The Sexual Politics of
Bondage and Discipline" which was
included in a leaflet that was
handed to me with my September
29th issue of The Tripod. 1 fail to see
the pertinence of the "issues at
hand". I am of the opinion that the
editor-in-chief made a wise deci-
sion by not including this article in
last week's issue of The Tripod.
However, as residents of the United
States, we all have the right to say
or write about anything that does
not impede on the pursuit of hap-
piness of others.
Clearly Jen Dare's article did not
cause extreme physical pain or
mental anguish to any members of
the Trinity community; thus she
has the right to have it circulated.
Anyone who found this article dis-
turbing or overly graphic also has
the right to not read it, throw it out,
spit on it, burn it..
These are the rights that are guar-
anteed to us in the First Amend-
ment of the American Constitution.
However, there is no part of the con-
stitution that says (or can be inter-
preted as saying) that we all have
the right to have anything that we
put in writing printed in the publi-
cation of our choosing. By electing
an editor-in-chief The Tripod staff
granted this person the responsibil-
Slap. Slap Again.
ity of making the final decision
about what should and should not
be printed each week. As I under-
stand it, this is the main reason for
having an editor-in-chief as op-
posed to a head copy editor. Thus,
fan Lang and James Griffith are
publicly attacking their editor-in
chief for doing precisely what they
• elected her to do.
The editor-in-chief has the re-
sponsibility to make sure that the
issue of The Tripod that is put out
each week is of the highest possible
quality. Thus, she is forced to make
several difficult decisions. The
opinion editors have made it clear
tha t they disagree with her decision
regarding Jen Dare's article. Appar-
ently they believe that this article
would have added something of
value to last week's issue of The Tri-
pod. So what we have here is an is-
sue of difference of opinion, not
censorship.
By not printing this article in the
September 29th issue of The Tripod,
the editor-in-chief made a judg-
ment call, but she in no way pre-
vented Ms. Dare from expressing
her ideas to the Trinity College com-
munity. There are many other pub-
lications and forums of discussion
that exist at Trinity. Ms. Dare had
many other options that she could
have pursued before anyone could
rightfully claimed censorship.
Personally, I abhor censorship. I
believe that it is something that we
have both the right and the respon-
sibility to fight against. Unfortu-
nately, the struggle against
•censorship is complicated and,
cheapened by people like Ian Lang
and James Griffith and everyone
else who cries "censorship" every
time they do not get a certain piece
of writing published exactly when
•and where they want it. My advice
to the opinion editors is simple: the
next time you decide to go on a cru-
sade against censorship, equip your-
self with a copy of the constitution




We are grateful to the productive,
public debate among the editors of
The Tripod over censorship,
prompted by the decision not to
publish Jen Dare's "On the Sexual
Politics of Bondage and Discipline."
If not for the debate and the deci-
sion to circulate the piece as a leaf-
let, we might have missed a
well-written and provocative essay
on "sex with a political bite."
The piece is performative: it
forces us to 'watch' the author ex-
pose her own sexual subjectivity
and to recognize our own complic-
ity, our own "naughty guilt," in the
pleasure that comes from "the trans-
mission or sharing of power
through the medium of the sexual
body." There is nothing gratuitous
about the opening paragraph. It is
an artful assault that lays out the ar-
gument and should be read as such:
"I like boys." Slap. "I like to blind-
fold boys." Slap again. "I like to
blindfold boys and tie their hands
over their heads." Slap agai n, harder.
And then the paragraph ends with
the essential point: "For me, the
power exchange of the sexual act is
the highest form of virtue."
Sharing subjectivities, reflecting
on power, pain, and sexuality: wel-
come to America in the nineties.
The whole world is watching. Per-
haps The Tripod editors would con-
sider making such a "leaflet
addendum" a regular feature.
Sincerely,
Katharine Power





We fail to understand your deci-
sion tocutJenDare'sartide,"OnThe
Sexual Politics Of Bondage And Dis-
cipline." How can an editorial that
is both thought provoking and hon-
est be "offensive and graphic"?
Students at Trinity College are
past the age of curriculum based
sexual education. Unfortunately,
Trinity students are in dire need of
sexual honesty and education.
Rarely is there any open, public dis-
plays of human affection on this
campus. Students are rarely seen
kissing, hugging or holding hands.
Yet "one night stands," and the
"walk of shame," are constantly
talked about. Even The Tripod in-
stitution, Around Trinity occasion-
ally mentions that infamous "walk
of shame." Why is the Trinity Cam-
pus afraid to talk openly and hon-
,estly about sex?
In a world of rape and sexually
transmitted diseases, silence about
sex can be unhealthy and even le-
thal. On this campus of Puritan re-
pression and weekend debauchery
perhaps open dialogue is exactly
what we need. Jen Dare's article is
open and honest about "safe, sane
and consensual sex" and The Tripod
has the responsibility to print it.
What is the harm in beginning an
open and honestconversation about
sexuality? At best the conversation
would encourage students to be re-
sponsible and understanding. At
worst the conversation would im-
prove the quality of sex on this cam-
pus. An open dialogue on sexuality




Let All Voices Be Heard
To the Editor
"Trey Parker has an Orgazmo," or
so the Entertainment Weekly in-
serted in last week's Tripod color-
fully states. I thought it was
remarkably funny that Jen Dare's
provocative article on B&D was
censored the same week The Tripod
decided to include a magazine en-
titled "Porn Innocent." It seems to
me that the potentially "offensive
and graphic" material lurked in
Entertainment's On Campus, not in
the piece on bondage. So why was
this article censored?
The article on sexual politics is an
interesting one; whether or not one
agrees with its content is not the
point. It is an opinion piece com-
plete with factual information, a
well-defined argument, and a sug-
gestion to readers that they give at-
tention to something about which
they may not have previously
thought. It calls on people to ques-
tion their own perceptions of what
is acceptable, what is right or wrong,
and what might or might not be a
fascinating new area to explore.
The article is also a relevant one.
Perhaps this will come as a surprise
to those who cut the article, but
members of the Trinity community
do engage in sexual activity. In fact,
many of them, engage in it quite
regularly and with creativity. Safe
sex, homosexuality, group sex,
pregnancy, STDs, the "hook-up"
scene, sex and alcohol, the list of
sexually-related topics discussed
on campus continues.
There are people on this campus
interested in reading about issues
such as bondage and discipline, just
as there are people interested in the
hundreds of other articles run by
The Tripod. If one finds it person-
ally offensive, one does not read the
artide. It's as simple as that.
Unfortunately, the decision not
to run the article follows a long tra-
dition of quieting the outspoken
and suppressing the "different" on
campus. Sadly, there are students
on campus afraid to be open about
their personal decisions and prac-
tices, for fear of being ridiculed and,
worse, ignored. Everyone has a
voice. Everyone has something to
say. Dare had nothing to say that




Sheikh Chilli Advises Professor Prashad
To the Editor:
When I got last week's Tripod and
as I saw the flyer that bore the ar-
ticle on Bondage, I called my friend
Sheikh Chilli. I read the article to
him and the small box from the pa-
per and he, bound to a small town
in India, evinced much puzzlement.
What, he said, seems to be the prob-
lem with mores in the US? Here are
politicians who are hoist on their
own petard, as they speak of "fam-
ily values" and then find their own
offensive moralizing turned upon
them with poetic justice. Sheikh
Chilli reminded me of those books
we read together, Foucault, Bataille,
Rayna Rapp and others who write
with great verve on the complex of
sexuality and power, of the
masculinist urge to deny speech of
the sexual at the same time as it is
rendered perverse and violent (iri
that sanctified domain known as
the "private"). Can we not have
space in our vast public sphere for
that fabled territory that we keep
hidden, that geography of complex
pleasures? . . •
Sincerely,
Vijay Prashad
Assistant Professor of International
Studies
The Meaning Of Statistics
b the Editor.
The recent debate in the pages
f The Tripod sparked by Professor
iuraque's column on bingedrink-
ig has been interesting, but I be :
eve that it has been marred by a
u'lure to analyze closely the un-
erlyingdataandseewhatcondu-
ions they can (or cannot) support.
"he numbers originally given by
'rofessor Euraque were simple
nough: a recent survey reported
hat 46.8% of White students,
83% of Black students, 24.9% of
Isian students, and 37.6% of His-
>anic students engage in binge
Irinkiag. ,But where do these
urnfcei^ corrjeiroiti? Anej what,
showed that with the exception of
year in school, differences in these
categories correlated withstatisti-
cally significant differences in
rates of bingedrinking. (Here, "sta-
tistically significant" means that
with an extremely high probabil-
ity-greater than 99%-the differ-
ences in rates cannot be attributed
to sampling error but in fact reflect
real differences between' the
groups being compared.)
I want to stress two points about
the data. First, all'of these charac-
teristics are treated by the study as
correlative, not necessarily caus-
ative. In other words, while the
data shows that there are statisti-
;' cilly significant differences in the








than that of White students, it is
significantly higher than that of Black or
Asian students.
eying approximately 14,500 stu-
lents at 116 colleges and universi-
ies in the United States in 1997.
Complete details on the survey are
n the report, which can be Found
t http://wwwhsph.harvard.edu/
)rgatrizatlons/cas/. For the pur-
poses of this discussion 1 will take
heir numerical data at face value;
I am not competent to comment
on their methodology.)
The goal o f the study was to de-
:ermine the rate of binge drinking
imong college students. The study
lefined bingedrinking as"the con-
while white students have the
highest rate of bingedrinking, the
differences in the rates gi ven above
for each racial/ethnic are all sta-
tistically significant Thus, while
the rate of binge drinking among
Hispahic students is significantly
lower, than that of White students,
it is significantly higher than that
of Black or Asian students.
1 What are the implications of
these two points for the ongoing
discussion? To me they are the fol-
lowing: while it is simplistic to
conclude from the data that binge
h'ere%re-
p j ^ j defini-
on (e.g. -what constitutes " i n \
xpw??3 it'has the virtueof yielding
uantifiable data;,; :Nbte! that' this
efinition/is differefatfrotn the one
used "by,Professor"Euraque, For
hini,;binge drinking is not Just the
lonsumptipnoflargequa'ntitiesof
Icohol,but also the violent: behav-
>r, wliich lie believes accompanies
t. (This is implicit in his original
olumn and confirmed by him in
subsequent private conversa-
on.). The Harvard study at-
empted to correlate a variety of
roblems (including but not lim-
:ed to "violent.behavior) with
linge drinking, but this was "not
lart of their definition.:'/'- ;
Based on its survey, the Harvard
;tudy reported that 42.7% of all
students, surveyed were binge
Jrinkers. The s.tudy then segre-
ated its data into a variety of
overlapping) subcategories for the
purpose of finding characteristics
vrtich correlated with, binge
Itinking. They reported data for
he following categories*, gender,
ace/ethnicity, age, year in school,
esidertce (e.g. dorm, fraternity),
raternity membership, high,
chool .alcohol Consumption, and'
marital status, Further, they
to dismiss the strong correlation
between race/ethnicity andninge
drinking as."racial essentialism"
(as Professor Chatfield seems to).
'Finally, by restricting the discus-
sipri to race/ethnicity, we are over-
looking the possible roles played
by theothet characteristics in the
study. • -
Let me conclude with a pair of
provocative statistics and associ-
ated questions. The data: the rate
of bihge drinking among frater-
nity/sorority members is 65.0%;
among those members who reside
in a fraternity or sorority house it
is 81,1%, The questions: while true
in the national aggregate; are these
statistics valid at Trinity? And is
there a causal relationship (as op-





Assistant Professor Dept. Of Math-
ematics - •
Editors' Note: There is a formal
debate on the topic of fringe drink-
ing as a cultural phenomenon ten-
tatively scheduled for Monday;
October IS ttt 4 PM, A setting/or the
' debate isnot as of yet confirmed.
THE OPINION EDITORS WOULD LIKE TO THANK WE TRINITY
COMMUNITY FOR THE UNPRECEDENTED RESPONSE TO VARI-
OUS ISSUES. UNFORTUNATELY THE LIMITS OF SPACE PRE-
VENTED US FROM PRINTING ALL THE LETTERS RECEIVED. WE
ATTEMPTED TO PROVIDE AN ACCURATE PORTRAYAL OF THE
MANY ISSUES ADDRESSED. WE ALSO PRESENTED A STATISTI-
CALLY ACCURATE REPRESENTATION OF THE HINDS OF OPIN-
IONS RECEIVED.
WE ENCOURAGE ALL STUDENTS TO WRITE AND PROMISE TO
MAKEEVERY'EFFORTTOPRINTEACHLETTERy RECEIVED.
SINCERELY,
JAMES GRIFFITH, OPINION EDITOR
IAN LANG, OPINION EDITOR
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On The Beat
No Parking in Occupied
Spaces
The driver of the Campus Safety shuttle van backed into
a parked car on Warren Street on September 29 at 1:00 AM.
The Honda vansustainedsignificantdamage,asdid the car,
according to Director of Campus Safety Brian Kelly.
Originally, the freshman driver of the van claimed he
backed into a pole, but later admitted striking the car. Cam-
pus Safety and Hartford Police investigated, and thestudent
was issued a Hartford city traffic ticket. In addition, the stu-
dent wassuspended fromdriving theCampusSafetyshuttle.
Kelly does not believe that the accident will severely im-
pact the Campus Safety shuttle system while the van is be-
ing repaired.
if You're Going T© Hawe A
Temper Tantrum, You're Hot
Old Enough To Drink
A student and a Campus Safety officer got into a shouting
match in front of the Vernon Social Center in theearly morn-
ing hours of October 2. The officer requested that the stu-
dent, who was carrying an open container of alcohol, empty
the container and present his Trinity identification card.
The student refused to cooperate until persuaded by his
friends to do so. "If you have a question about the officer or
person of authority who's asking for your ID, just give it to
them and we will discuss it the following day," recommended
Kelly. "Don't compound the problem by not giving your ID
to them."
...And Don't Come Back!
A student alleged that he was threatened by a non-Trin-
ity student with a knife while at St. Anthony's Hall at 2:30
A M on October 3. Hartford Police and Campus Safety inves-
tigated, and found the individual in Jones dormitory. He was
advised that he is no longer welcome on campus. !
After the initial showing of the weapon,Kelly iepprts that
felirbhdrtiihiip g
tor Based on their wishes, no charges were filed on either
party's behalf.
Hands On Learning
A student studying in the Library on October 4 reported
witnessing a male staring at her and committing a "lewd
sex act" in the library stacks.
According to Kelly, the student reported the incident the
next day to Campus Safety, and described the suspect as a
Latino male in his late 20s, 5'8" to 510" with a light beard
and wearing glasses, a T-shirt and blue jeans.
The suspect did not come in contact with anyone at the
library.
Cagney, Let's Go To Tropical
At Tropical on October 3, agents from the Connecticut
State Liquor Commission arrived on campus to investigate
The Columns. Two female agents paid to enter the event,
while two agents remained outside to assist.
No violations were found by the agents, although they
suspect that students spotted them before going in.
Kelly does not recall any previous time where the State
Liquor Commission came to a Trinity Campus event.
Asfor the Vernon Social Center, Kelly and Student Activi-
ties Coordinator Beth Egan met with the commission on
October 2, where they were informed of several requirements
that had to be met before any new permits would be issued.
These include applicants meeting the 14-day deadline and
segregating the serving area from the hall or instituting a
system where students are served by waitresses.
Stop, Drop and Run
On October 3, Campus Safety officers noticed a student
acting suspiciously in front of Cook dormitory. When ap-
proached, the individual fled, leaving in a nearby trash can
four bottles of hard liquor and several varieties of fruit
The groceries were taken to Campus Safety and will be
held for someone to claim provided they can correctly iden-
tify the items.
He Never Saw It Coming
A student shopping at Sam's Fried Chicken in the early
morning hours.of October 2 got into an altercation with a
non-student there. During the struggle, the $300 pair of
glasses the student was wearing was broken.
The other party in the event fled the scene, and Hartford
Police continues to investigate.
Microsoft Office '98 Made
Available To Entire Campus






copies of Microsoft Office are
available to all students and fac-
ulty free of charge. This action
represents a dramatic change
from the school's previous
policy, which did not permit
users to copy the popular pro-
gram to their own hard drive for
personal use.
The reason for this change,
according to Angie Wolf, Direc-
tor of Technical Services and
Distributed Computing, was
largely the result of Microsoft
changing the way it does busi-
ness with Colleges and Univer-
sities.
Formerly, an institution such
as Trinity would have to buy li-
censes for each machine that
would be running the program
at once, which was a very ex-
pensive proposition consider-
ing the necessity, most people
have of using the word proces-
sor program. It is also some-
what difficult to keep count —
if you have ever noticed the
Keyserver icon on your desktop,
its job was to keep a tally of how
many instances of the same
program were running concur-
rently thorough the school's
network.
Wolf explained that the new
licensing agreement calls for
the school to pay for the num-
ber of people who install
Microsoft Office onto their hard
drive, instead of the number of
machines that run it. This will
save the school a significant
amount of money.
Students and faculty alike
will benefit tremendously, at
least in the short run, because
they will be able to receive a free
copy of the entire program suite
(which includes Excel,
PowerPoint, and other applica-
tions in addition to Word).
The agreement is an indefi-
nite one, meaning anyone who
installs it can use it over the
summer or after they receive
their diploma.
Of course, because Microsoft
is involved in the deal, some stu-
dents are suspect of the motiva-
tion behind offering a large
number of people software for
no price.
"I think that it is a ploy by
Microsoft to get people to up-
grade their software for exorbi-
tant prices in the future," said
Jon Rosen '00. "But then again,
maybe the school is really just







eral faculty members and stu-
dents have raised questions
about the effectiveness of the
College's honor code in response
to the recent annual report of
the Honor and Discipline Com-
mittee. Specifically, the report
has sparked debate among the
faculty as to whether of not
there is a need for professors to
.adopt more comprehensive
anti-cheating policies.
The report, which was dis-
tributed to student mailboxes
It isn't what I think of from a
college with an honor code."
Professor of Political Science
James McAllister said, "This
• year I asked 130 students in my
Causes of War [class] whether
they would turn in a fellow stu-
dent for cheating. No one said
they would. They value their
friendship with other students
more than they do holding up








they can't believe this hap-
pened," he said. The students
who received the e-mail are ex-
tremely disturbed to say the
least. It was personally insult-




last week, described nine honor
code violations that were
brought to the attention of the,.
Honor and Discipline Commit-
tee during the 1997-1998 aca-
demic year.
Dean of the College Peter
Murphy addressed the issue of
cheating at Williams at the
most recent faculty meeting. "I
simply presented the reality of
cheating at Williams in a fairly
aggressive way," said Murphy. "1
reminded the faculty that some
small percentage of our stu-
dents cheat, that they mean to
cheat, that they try to cheat.
Murphy put forth the sugges-
tion that professors create seat-
ing charts whenever they gives
tests as a precaution against stu-
dents who cheat off classmates
during exams.
However, some faculty mem-
bers said they believe such an
action would be insulting to
students and could potentially
undermine the spirit of the
honor code.
Professor of Biology Wendy
Raymond said,"I was surprised
to hear that from Peter Murphy.
(U-WIRE) BOSTON, MA -
Boston College students out-
raged by a racist e-mail sent to
minority leaders are banding
together to show they won't tol-
erate hate and ignorance on
campus, students said yester-
day.
Thirteen members of BC's
Asian American, Hispanic, Af-
rican American and Native
American students organiza-
tion received an anonymous e-
mail early Thursday morning
urging them to leave the school
The e-mail read: "Hey monkeys
and apes. You all need to go back
to where you came from. BC is
for white men, not any chinks,
spicks, niggers or fags."
Students angered by the e-
mail will wear blue today as a
show of solidarity, said Kohtaro
Takeuchi, a spokesman for the
school's Asian Caucus and a BC
junior. On Thursday and Friday,
students observed 15 minutes of
silence at 12:45 p.m. to protest
the e-mail. Takeuchi said he ex-
pects the practice to continue
through the week. '
"A lot of people are saying
ered Thursday night at a forum
moderated by the student body
president and attended by BC
President William Leahy. One
student read a list of demands
that included banning anti-gay
discrimination at BC.
"The administration has
taken, in my opinion, the cor-
rect steps up to this point," said
George Atallah, a BC junior and
spokesman for the school's un-
dergraduate student govern-
ment. "If the administration
fails to follow up on at least
some of the students' concerns,
then they have failed."
Five recipients of the e-mail
spoke at the meeting, and uni-
versity officials said they called







AMHF.RST, MA - The current
low yield of student evaluations
of professors and the lack of
peer evaluations of teaching
have led the Ad Hoc Tenure
Committee to conclude in its fi-
nal report, released last week,
that at Amherst "there are stron-
ger incentives to invest time in
scholarship or artistic work
than in excellent, rather than
adequate, teaching."
If the faculty approves the
changes recommended by the
committee, students will be re-
quired to fill out in-dass narra-
tive questionnaires in all
courses taught by assistant pro-
fessors.
AH former students would
also be solicited for retrospec-
tive letters at the. time that the
professor is up for tenure or re-
appointment.







around 2:20 AM, Hartford Police
officers allegedly sprayed pep-
per spray on students in the
basement of Psi-U in order to
get them to leave the premises.
According to students at the
some type of spray that made
me cough, sneeze and cry," said
Jones.
However, the Hartford Police
department has not received a
complaint about the event, and
officers did not file a use of force
report, which would be re-
quired, according to Lieutenant
Wayne Kornbath of the Hart-
ford Police.
"I did go into the basement of Psi-U and
there was some type of spray that made me
cough, sneeze and cry." — Kimberly Jones.
event, at least one of the four
Hartford Police off icers on hand
to supervise the party dis-
charged their pepper spray con-
tainer in the basement, an event
followed by the close to 100
people in the basement fleeing
for safer air outside.
The Trinity administrator on
call Saturday night, Assistant
Dean of Student Services for
Multicultural Affairs Kimberly
Jones went into Psi-U at 2:30
AM following up on the party,
which had not shut down the
taps or ceased to play music at
that time. "1 did go into the base-
ment of Psi-U and there was
A report of an incident on the
Trinity campus would be for-
warded to Campus Safety, and
as of Monday night, they had
not received one, according to
Director of Campus Safety
Brian Kelly
Psi-U has no plans to make a
complaint to the Police depart-
ment or Campus Safety. "As far
as we're concerned, it's a dead
issue," said Psi-U President Dan
Weinberg'99.
"With the number of people
we had at that party we did a
good job getting everyone out
peacefully and safely," added
Weinberg.
The Big Dig
Construction crews work on repairs in front of Gallows Hill








WASHINGTON, DC (CNN) -
The House Judiciary Commit-
tee kicked off a long day of de-
liberation Monday on whether
to begin an impeachment in-
quiry of President Bill Clinton,
with opening statements from
panel members that quickly re-




Hyde (R-IL) kicked off the his-
toric session, saying, "Today it's
our responsibility and our con-
stitutional duty to review those
materials referred to us and rec-
ommend to the House of Rep-
resentatives whether the matter
merits a further inquiry."
Members of the 37-member
panel, known on Capitol Hill for
its partisan rhetoric, quickly
staked out their positions on the
impeachment question in open-
ing statements. Though emo-
tions" were often high,
lawmakers were careful to ob-
serve the dignity of the proceed-
ings and the ground rules set
out by Hyde.
While the session focused on
whether to initiate an impeach-
ment inquiry, many Republi-
cans were ready to say they
thought the president should
ultimately be impeached.
Democrats, while careful not to
endorse Clinton's conduct, ar-
gued that his behavior does not
rise to the level of impeach-
ment.
Committee members will
consider whether to recom-
mend to the full House that it
authorize impeachment pro-
ceedings against Clinton, with
a vote on the matter possible
late in the day or on Tuesday.
At issue is Starr's referral to
Congress outlining potentially
impeachable offenses by
Clinton. Starr alleges that the
president lied under oath, tam-
pered with witnesses and ob-
structed justice in the aftermath
of his sexual affair with the ex-
White House intern.
It is expected that the 21 Re-
publicans and 16 Democrats
will approve, on a strictly par ty
line vote, a Republican proposal
for a free-ranging inquiry that
would hot be limited to Starr's
report or the Lewinsky matter
and would have no deadline for
completion.
If an inquiry is approved by
the panel as expected, the full
House could vote on the recom-





ROME (Reuters) - Italy's, be-
leaguered Prime Minister
Romano Prodi, battling for the
survival of his government af-
ter Marxist allies deserted him,
said on Monday he would ad-
dress parliament on the crisis
but made no mention yet of res-
ignation.
Prodi, who took power at the
helm of Italy's first leftist-led
government in May 1996, held
consultations with President
Oscar Luigi Scalfaro in a meet-
ing lasting 75 minutes.
Prodi, a soft-spoken former
economics professor, is beset by
a fresh political migraine .after
the Communist .Refoundation
party, on whose votes hiscoali-
tion depended in the lower
house for a majority, mutinied
on Sunday and voted to reject
his 1999 draft budget and end
their 28-month alliance. Prodi's
Ulivo (Olive Tree) coalition en-
joys an outright majority in the
upper house, the Senate.
Refoundation's hard-line
leader Fausto Bertinotti
brought Prodi to his knees last
year in a row over the 1998 bud-
get, yet this year's welfare-
friendly budget with more
money for the poor and cash
and incentives to create jobs
was deemed to be geared more
towards the hard, left's de-
mands.
Prodi has two main options
open to him after he addresses
parliament. He could call a con-
fidence vote on the budget and
hope to harvest enough votes to
push through the package de-
spite his tenuous majority. Or he
could tender his resignation to
Scalfaro, who will first probably
ask him to return to parliament
to seek a majority to avoid early
elections 21/2 years early.
Elections would have to be
called by November 28, after
which Italy enters a six-month
period ahead of presidential"






UNITED NATIONS (CNN) -
As NATO contemplates air
strikes to end ethnic-cleansing-
style bloodshed in Yugoslavia's
• Kosovo province, U.N. Secre-
tary-General Kofi, Annan said
Monday that most recent atroci-
ties in Kosovo had been com-
mitted by Yugoslav forces.
But Anna'n, in a written re-
port to the 15-member Security
Council, said he didn't have the
means to verify President
Milosevic's compliance with
U.N. resolutions demanding a
cease-fire. He left that determi-
nation to the council, using Ms
report as a guideline.
Annan's report was issued as
U.S. Richard Holbrooke said the
Kosovo situation remains criti-
cal despite a lull in fighting and
the removal of some Yugoslav
tanks and troops. Holbrooke
said, "We hope to make clear to
president Milosevic and the
people of Yugoslavia the ex-
treme gravity of the situation."
Holbrooke said NATO Secre-
tary-General Javier Solana and
the allied supreme commander
Gen. Wesley Clark told him tha t
significant military forces, regu-
lar forces and military uni-
formed police remain in Kosovo,
According to Annan's report,
the withdrawal of Yugoslav
forces so far appeared limited
and the fear that has caused an
estimated 250,000 civilians to
flee still remained, The secre-
tary-general was reporting on
how Belgrade had complied so
far with a September 23 Secu-
rity Council resolution de-
manding an immediate halt to
the fighting in the largely eth-
nic Albanian province, where
security forces have been bat-
tling a separatist movement,
and immediate negotiations for
a political settlement.
Repeating warnings of an
impending humanitarian d>-
saster, in view of the uprooting
of refugees,. Annan said that if
the present state of affairs per-
sisted, "thousands could die in
the winter." ,
Since February, hundreds of
people have been killed and
hundreds of thousands dis-
placed in a crackdown against
ethnic Albanian guerrillas and





LOS ANGELES, CA (AP) -
Hundreds of people filed past
Tom Bradley's casket Sunday,
mourning the five-term mayor
like a friend with an uncom-
mon ability to understand com-
mon people.
Bradley, among the first
blacks elected mayor of a major
U.S. city and the only black
mayor in Los Angeles history,
died Tuesday after suffering a
heart attack. He was 80. He
spent more than 50 years as a
police officer, councilman and
mayor. . '
His open casket stood in a
lobby outside the Los Angeles
Convention Center, flanked by
a police honor guard and rose
bouquets, including one ar-
rangement formed into the city
seal.
A steady stream of people,
many who had never met Bra-
.dley, paid their respects. People
only have to look around to see
Bradley's impact on the city,
said Jeff Urband. The skyline is
different. That's because he in-
vited businesses here,"
Rosalyn Rogers said she has
always respected Bradley's
pledge to put more police on the
streets of'South Central Los'
Angeles, where she grew up. "He
was a mayor for all the people.
And he wasn't afraid to, work,",
she said; She remembers seeing
Bradley enter the Los Angeles
Public Library while she and
other employees .were cleaning
up after a devastating fire. "He'd
help repair books and, restock
books on the shelves," Rogers
said. "He was in his white shirt,
but he was working." -
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munity. The fact that Trinity
lacked a hockey rink, caused
individuals to question the true
motivations behind building a
ice rink as opposed to a facility
which caters to more popular
sports in the inner city, Dobelle
clarified this issue by stating
that, "The anchor tenant is Trin-
ity. But we anchor it for women's
and men's hockey for a finite pe-
riod of time - the vast majority
of the year it's going to be used
by the neighborhood."
Trinity is undergoing
changes in the neighborhood
and on campus. One of the lat-
est announcements of aca-
demic change is the hiring of 20
new tenure-track faculty mem-
bers within the next five years
as part of the Strategic Plan.
Dobelle commented that,
"This gets us to the bar. The idea
is to collapse a number of the
adjuncts at the college, because,
quite honestly, we've been too
budget dependent on adjuncts."
Another apparent change
that has been particularly no-
ticeable on campus this year has
been the increasingly strict en-
forcement of the college's alco-
hol policy.
According to Dobelle, drink-
ing on college campuses is a
problem of national magnitude
drinking is not isolated on the
campus at Trinity it is at every
college and university in
America. It has been since 1986
when President Reagan said
that no federal funds for trans-
"Everything we do as a drinking policy is to
somehow accommodate 75 percent of the
students doing illegal things."
caused by the current state of
drinking laws.
He stated, "The problem with
portation would be given to a
state that did not have a drink-
ing age of 21. You started pro-
hibition. Everything we do as a
drinking policy is to somehow
accommodate 75 percent of the
students doing illegal
things...every drinking policy
has to do with how can we get a
situation to deal with the fact
that 75-80% of the students are
going to violate the law"
Dobelle then suggested a way
to deal with this legal conflict
on campus. He spoke favorably
of the idea, "that colleges and
universities may be going back
to the 16th century, when you





HARTFORD, Conn. (AP) The
AIDS rate among Connecticut
women is double the national
average, a state report on
women's health shows.
In Connecticut, 23.9 women
per 100,000 are infected with
AIDS, compared with 12.2
women per 100,000 nation-
wide.
Except for AIDS, the general
health of women in Connecti-
cut is about the same or slightly
better than women in other
states, the Department of Pub-
lic Health reported Friday.
Women in Connecticut have
a higher AIDS rate than in other
states because Connecticut's
high-risk AIDS population has
moTe. mtr.ayen.ous drug -users.
than homosexual men, said
Aaron Roome, program coordi-
nator for the AIDS Surveillance
Unit at the state health depart-
ment.
Women fit into the high-risk
AIDS group by using intrave-




have higher rates of chlamydia
and diabetes than the national






(AP) Aircraft engine maker
Pratt <Sr Whitney and the union
representing 6,600 of its em-
ployees have agreed on a con-
tract that would scale back the
work force, largely through
early retirement.
Under the deal, the company
would of fer early retirement in-
centives, hoping toattract most
of the 1,000 employees that
PrattwantSi-to eiimhiate by
spring. If enough people do not
retire, the jet-engine company
presumably would resort to lay-
offs.
The journal Inquirer of
Manchester reported Monday
12-15 CREDITS
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that the proposed, three-year
con tract offers a 10 percent raise
over the life of the agreement, as
well as a $1,000 signing bonus.
The agreement also increases
"automatic progression raises"
from 10 cents every 20 weeks to
10 cents every 16 weeks, the first
change in 21 years, the newspa-
per said.
However, the proposal also
opens the door to scheduling
workers for four- and three-day
work weeks, with shifts and 10
hours and 12 hours, respectively,
a prospect union officials say
would reduce overtime.
A ratification vote is set for
Wednesday. Company and
union officials have declined to.
discuss the deal in detail until





(The Hartford Corn-ant) US
Rep. James H. Maloney, D- 5th
District, has returned $5,000 in
possibly improper campaign
contributions, following a com-










trailing incumbent Gov. John G.
Rowland by more than 40 per-
centage points in a recent poll,
nevertheless played nice Mon-
day as they met for their first
debate of the gubernatorial
campaign.
The first-term Republican
led Kennelly, an eight-term
congresswoman, by 44 percent-
age points among likely voters
in a Quinnipiac College poll re-
leased last week.
Rowland's large lead had
some Republicans expecting
Kennelly would launch a ham-
But Kennelly, taking part in
only her second debate in 20
years of state and national poli-
tics, stuck for the most part with
a familiar theme that Connecti-
cut could do better under her
earlier version of the bill when
the GOP held the Senate in 1996.
Kennelly also touched a
nerve when she accused the
Rowland administradoa of fail-
ing to support social workers
who monitor children in dan-
gerous homes. She said more
money is needed for the Depart-
ment of Children and Families,
and more training needed for its
workers.
"It's more than tragic when a
child under the care of the state
has something happen to
them," she said.
"If it were financial problems
we'd have no deaths because
we've increased funding at the







ford Courant) - Rulings by the
Supreme Court in a new term





The Maloney campaign also
has redesignated 34 other con-
tributions totaling more than.
$29,000 to make clear that the
money is being used in the No v
3 general election, rather than
for a primary as previously in-
dicated.
The campaign's actions, an-
nounced Friday, come in re-
sponse to a complaint filed with
the Federal Election Commis-
sion by state Republican Chair-
man Chris DePino.
The Sept. 23 complaint
charged that Maloney had im-
properly designated more than
200 contributions worth a total
of $132,025 for use in a Sept. 15
primary - even though Maloney
faced no primary or even a
threat of one this year. Maloney
did that, DePino said, so that he
could eventually get more
money from those contributors
for the general election.
Maloney's campaign denied
the allegations and said at the
time that the congressman had
no intention of returning any
money. But Friday, while still
admitting no wrongdoing, a
spokeswoman for Maloney's
campaign said he had decided
to return some contributions
and relabel others.
The campaign did so in order
to avoid even the appearance of
stewardship.
Still, each candidate took an
occasional shot at the other as
they offered their visions of
where the state is heading.
The issues of taxes, health
care and child protection domi-
nated the forum.
Rowland highlighted the $1.3
billion in combined tax cuts
approved over the past four
years, but also revived his 1994
campaign pledge to eliminate
the state income tax the failure
of which he has blamed on
Democrats who control the
state Legislature.
Kennelly responded with a
rundown of her congressional
votes to cut taxes, and pushed
her plan widely criticized to
have the state shoulder 10 per-
cent of every residential and
commercial property tax bill.
Rowland called Kennelly's
plan "kind of a shell game" and
a "silly idea" that simply lowers
local tax bills by increasing
state spending.
Kennelly has made increased
patient protections from health
maintenance organizations a
centerpiece of her campaign,
and made a pointed reference to
Rowland advertisements that
tout his support for a new law
that offers a patient appeal pro-
cess.
Republicans had killed an
tally and how communities re-
spond to gang violence.
The nine justices return to
work today with a relatively
light caseload that mixes issues
of broad concern with the very
narrow. While Capitol Hill and
the White House are immersed
in scandal and controversy, con-
stitutional scholars and legal
advocates envision a generally
quiet term ahead for the nation's
top court.
But several cases could have
broad ramifications. Next
month, for example, the justices
will hear a case that could de-
termine the accuracy of the
2000 census, a crucial concern
for cities, such as Hartford,
where experts estimate thou-
sands of people were missed in
the 1990 census.
Another case that could have
direct ramifications on Con-
necticut involves the state's pri-
mary telephone company -
Southern New England Tele-
communications. It is part of a
major case that could determine
how competition unfolds in lo-
cal telephone markets nation-
wide.
The result could affect tele-
phone choices and rates.
Another case raises the issue
of whether cities can enact
broad anti-loitering laws to
control gang violence.
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matriculated, the students were
responsible to the rector of the
college, that drinking licenses
might be issued and that I
would be responsible for the
students on the campus and
they could drink at the age of 18,
but like a driver's license if they
violated some rules and regula-
tions we've set up they could
have their licenses suspended or
they could have their license re-
voked."
been a significant change this
past year in all the statistics that
have to do with the irresponsi-
bility of some people drinking."
He then added, "There's got to be
some responsibility here, and
we're working towards that in
the next month or two."
"We're, in an absolutely no-
win situation on this. I have al-
ways maintained that I'd rather
have students drink on-campus
than off-campus, that there is a
certain rite of passage in learn-
"J think what we're doing is setting up a
unique Trinity, which is an opportunity to
create a different model of liberal arts
education, that I think will be as well-regarded
as any institution in our country of our kind."
He continued, "I think that
might be a way to deal with the
academic freedom enterprise of
an academic institution and
also with the reality that prohi-
bition is not going to work for 18
year olds; it's just ludicrous to
presume it is. Given that, we
have not so much a drinking
policy right now being changed,
but one being enforced."
After acknowledging that
mistakes have been made by the
administration involving the
newfound enforcement of the
alcohol policy, Dobelle stated, "1
think the intent is a good one. I
think the intent is to try and
have a policy that is responsible
and is not anti-intellectual."
He stressed the need for
shared responsibility by the
students* "Clearly there has
ing how to drink. Regrettably,
some people, in learning how to
drink, have reactions that turn
to violence, that turn to vandal-
ism; that's something that we
cannot tolerate. So this is going
to be an ongoing conversation,
but I think, hopefully, people
will have good will about it."
When asked if he was con-
cerned about the enforcement
of the alcohol policy driving
students off campus to drink,
Dobelle stated, "I'm not naive. I
know people go off campus, but
I know a lot of people are going
to go off campus anyway. I live
in fear of getting a phone call at
four in the morning that some-
body didn't come home. I live in
constant fear of that."
Dobelle continued, the alco-
hol policy "is effective, but at
what cost? Freshman have al-
ways closed their doors when
trying to get drunk. But are they
doing more of it? Is there a chill-
ing effect that's inappropriate
by having security people
around more then they used to
be? Is it changing people's im-
pression that security, which
has always been their friend is
police, not security? There's all
kinds of ramifications, and I'm
sensitive to every one of them.
And I don't like any of them."
"There's no solution that I've
ever heard of that works.
The next issue that Dobelle
addressed was that of fraterni-
ties and sororities on campus.
He stated, "My opinion is one
driven by the board policy sev-
eral years ago that 1 inherited
that said we're not interested in
abolishing fraternities or sorori-
ties and that they [the Trustees]
were not interested in abolish-
ing the national ties of fraterni-
ties and sororities, which I
suspect means single-sex rush-
ing. But it does say that the of-
ficers and the living
accommodations and the food
and all those things should be
coeducational, and they should
advertise those events coeduca-
tionally."
In addition to maintaining
the co-ed nature of Greek orga-
nizations, he commented, "I
made sure when I came that we
started giving what today is
$300,000 a year more to student
services, so that activities can be
held where the fraternities and
sororities are not the single
place of social interaction."
He then speculated on the ef-
fectiveness of the Greek policy
by stating, "My guess is that
they're working to the letter of
the rule. But the fact is that we
haven't done other things that
we need to do, which is the fac-
ulty having a responsibility of
being mentors to those fraterni-
ties and sororities."
Dobelle then shared his per-
sonal feelings on coed Greek life
by stating, "If you're asking my
opinion, I am not a politically
correct person in that sense. I
think people have a right to as-
sociate with whom they wish
to. My concern is elitism: I don't
want anybody here to think
they're more special because
they're in a fraternity or soror-
ity, or conversely, that they're
less important or they're less
valued because they're not. That
to me would be an arrogance
that would be inappropriate.
liberal arts education, that I
think will be as well-regarded
as any institution in our courr
try of our kind."
"We've already ended ostensi-
bly the 'safety school in a bad
neighborhood' image. I think it
will be an institution clearly of
the first rank, and clearly one
where people will apply to as a
first-choice institution, and one
that will compete as a different
model of liberal arts."
In conclusion, Dobelle com-
municated his belief in Trinity's
continued climb to the top. He
said,"The uniqueness of Trinity,
of being in the city, and embrac-
ing the global opportunities,
and having the sophomore op-
portunity of a tutorial, and the
guaranteed academic intern-
ships, is going to make it a col-
lege where you're not going to
subordinate actions to scholar-
ship. A lot of colleges are vested
"I'd rather lose a kid to Johns Hopkins or
Brown, than take a kid from Fairfield or
Connecticut College"
But aside from elitism, people
generally hang out with whom
they wish to hang out with."
Finally, Dobelle shared his
vision for the Trinity he sees in
the future. He noted the
progress of the past three years
and his goals for their continu-
ation.
He stated,"I think what we're
doing is setting up a unique
Trinity, which is an opportunity
to create a different model of
in their own perceived excel-
lence, and I think they're going
to have some complications ten
years from now when Trinity
sets the pace.
"It's gone from a college at the
top of the second tier, to a col-
lege at the bottom of the first
tier, but we're in the first tier.
And I'd rather lose a kid to Johns
Hopkins or Brown, than take a
kid from Fairfield or Connecti-
cut College." :
CHEESE PIZZA
14" medium $7.50 16" large $9.50
additional toppings $.50 on med $1.00 on large
anchovies bacon broccoli eggplant
garlic hamburger meatball mushrooms
olives onions pepperoni peppers
ricotta sausage spinach tomatoes
CITY PIZZA SPECIALTIES
rttlMAVERA Med $9.50 Large $12.50
Mushrooms, broccoli, peppers, olives and sliced tomatoes
on a white pie
CHICKEN PESTO Med $10.75 Large $12.50
Fresh Mozzarella, fresh chicken and sliced tomatoes,
basted in pesto sauce
SHRIMP TESTO Med $10.75 Large $13.90
Fresh Mozzarella, shrimp and sliced tomatoes, basted in
pesto sauce
WHITE PIE Med $7.50 Large $9.50
Fresh Mozzarella, Romano cheese, garlic, parsley,
oregano and olive oil
WHITE CLAM Med $7.50 Large $9.50
Baby clams, Romano cheese, garlic, oregano, olive oil
and parsley
SEAFOOD SUPREME Med $11.50 Large $14,95
Shrimp, crabmeat and tomatoes on a white pie
HAWAIIAN Med $9.50 Large $12.50
Pineapple, peppers, pepperoni and hot sauce
MEAT DEEP DISH $17.95
Filled with pepperoni, sausage, meatball topped with
bacon and fresh cheese
VEGGIE DEEP DISH $15.95
Filled with broccoli, mushrooms, tomatoes, peppers,
olives, and spinach topped with fresh cheese and parsley
Spaghetti, ziti or shells wilh sauce
Spaghetti, zili or shells with meatballs






Additional toppings $2.00 ea.
" 4 HOURS NOTICE PLEASE!!
N.Y. STYLE PIZZA!!
498B Farmington Avenue •Hartford
236-2616
OPEN 7 DAYS • 11:00am - 2:00ain
***FREE DELIVERY***
With $7.00 minimum purchase
We deliver cigarettes
The Best Pizza For The Best Price
City Pizza Special for
Trinity College
(no coupon needed, just mention special)
• $2.00 off any large pizza or free 2 liter
soda with any large pizza order
• Large cheese pizza, 10 wings & 2 liter
soda only $12.99
• $1.00 off any medium pizza or 2 free
cans of soda with any medium pizza order
• Buy a large pizza with one topping and
get a second large pizza for 1/2 price
• Buy 16" giant grinder, and get 1 bag of
















































Eggplant Parmigiana with pasta













CHEF SALAD - $5.50
Ham, turkey, cheese, lettuce, tomatoes, cucumber, green
pepper and olives
ANTIPASTO $5.50
Salami, pepperoni, cheese, mushrooms, eggplant, cucumber;
olives, green peppers, cherry peppers and lettuce
TUNA SALAD • $4.95
Tuna, lettuce, cheese, tomatoes, olives and cucumbers
CREEK SALAD $4.95
Feta cheese, lettuce, tomatoes, green peppers, cucumbers,
olives and cherry peppers
TOSSED SALAD $1.95
GARLIC BREAD Small $1,50 Large $3.00
Italian, Creamy Italian, Fresh, Blue Cheese and Rancl
BEVERAGES
Pepsi Coffee Coke Orange Tea Snapple
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AASA, LVL & Hillel
To Get New Homes
continued from page one
current cultural houses on
Crescent Street. They will be
better integrated into college
life, and will offer better access
to students. "The key thing
about those houses - they're not
houses for people to simply go
in and close their door. The idea
is to celebrate their heritage and
their background with all stu-
dents," said Dobelle.
The construction of these
houses is an integral part of the
Master Plan. "This is a definite
Multicultural Affairs, the func-
tion of the houses will not be
primarily as residence halls.
Residents of the houses would
be responsible for keeping the
house in good condition, and
help set up for events at the
houses. The houses would pro-
vide a space for students to
maintain a lifestyle that would
be difficult if not impossible to
keep by living in dorms. For
example, students at Hillel
would be able to keep kosher
diets.
"[These are] not houses for people to simply
go in and dose their door. The idea is to
celebrate their heritage and their background
with all students." - President Dobelle
step toward diversifying the
campus, not just in word, but in
action," says Richard Rodriguez,
President of La Vos Latina.
The houses will serve as
places for the college as an insti-
tution and students as individu-
als to celebrate, recognize and
expand diversity.
Rodriguez explains, "Hope-
fully this house will allow us to
properly represent the Latin
culture on this campus, not just
to the Latin population at Trin-
ity, but to everyone. Our goal is
not just to feel comfortable on
this campus, but also to educate
and reach out." Dean of Stu-
dents Mary Thomas went on to
comment that the houses will
bei?sources,riot,ojilytpthecol-
:. kge • but also"WffiE suffdund-:
ing community, in addition,
they will help provide a state-
ment of color.
According to KimberlyJones,
Assistant Dean of Students for
Instead, the houses will serve
as a meeting place for students.
They will be a place where stu-
dents can learn about them-
selves, their heritage, and the
cultures of others. They will
provide a place for the student
groups to plan programs, to
hold meetings, and for social in-
teraction.
In addition, they could be
used to host social events such
as parties or dances, or even just
as a meeting place for students.
The houses can also be used to
host lectures by authors and
other guest speakers, as well as
other culturally relevant events
such as educational workshops
and discussions on
multicultural issues.
The houses could also pro-
vide a location for cultural li-
braries, collections of art and
artifacts, and a more intimate
setting for media events such as
films, suggested Jones.
Will Reading Week Disappear?
continued from page one
those two days," said Commit-
tee Chairperson and Professor
of Philosophy Richard Lee.
Reading Week was created
in 1969 as an occasion "for re-
lief from the pressures of
schedule and routine, to catch
up on and get ahead with aca-
demic work, and to work on
projects requiring blocks of
time not provided during pe-
riods when classes are meet-
ing," according to the
November 1968 Curriculum
Revision Committee report.
, Interestingly, the 1968 re-
poTt added that, "faculty
members will be expected to
maintain their normal periods
of time on campus, and stu-
dents will be expected not to
view these periods as an oppor-
tunity for a general exodus from
campus."
However, Reading Week has
become exactly that: an exodus
from campus, a situation which
distressed the Board of Trustees,
according to Curriculum Com-
mittee member and Associate
Professor of History and Chair-
person of the American Studies
Department Cheryl Greenberg.
The committees and faculty's
response, creating "Trinity
Days," is an attempt to save a
part of the week, lest it be abol-
ished entirely by the board.
Under the plan, there will
continue to be 65 class meeting
days per semester, with the
same 12 "unbroken" weeks of
classes.
The aspect of moving
Spring Vacation up two weeks
in the Spring semester is de-
signed to bring Trinity's break
in concert with that of other
Northeastern schools. Also, it
would benefit the athletic
teams, which regularly travel
to warmer climates during
the week for tournaments and
games, according to the pro-
posal.
Regardless of the decisions
made by the faculty and the
Board of Trustees, next week's
Reading Week is not neces-
sarily the last at Trinity. Any
decision made would affect
the 1999-2000 school calen-
dar, so the Reading Week in
Spring 1999 would not be af-
fected.
The Umoja House was renovated last year and
moved along Vernon Street towards Broad
Street, where it will soon be accompanied by
three new cultural houses.
FiLE PHOTO
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WITH EVERYTHING THIS BANK
ACCOUNT HAS TO OFFER, WE COULDN'T
MAKE YOUR LIFE ANY EASIER.
UNLESS, OF COURSE, WE
PAID FOR YOUR TUITION
Only the Student Va |ue Package' gives you so much for so little.
• first-S months free, then only $3 a rnonth • get free sandwiilies at "
Subway*' with a coupon, HaiikHostbn Ciicl and a.student ID • use
24 liotir Online Kinking with riomel.ink'"1 •! • tivef l,5()0 H.uikBosion ,
ATMs • liseyour Hanklioston Girdsvith X-I'ress C.lu'cl<~M like a plastic clierk
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I. Valid school ID or acceptance letter required. To qualify for X-Piess Check mil Reserve Credit you must be it least IS years of age and have no adverse credit history. 2. If you write more than
8 checks a month, each additional check is (.75.3. Purchase a six-inch Subway* Sandwich arid a 21-ounce soft drink and gel a second six-inch Subway* Sandwich and 21 -ounce soft drink of equal
or lesser price free upon nresenlilion of a Student Value Package coupon. Offer expires May 31,1)59. Offer available Jt participating Subway* locations and may not be combined with any other
offer. One coupon per person per visit. Subway is a registered trademark of Doctors Associates Inc. 4. Online Banking with BankBoslon HomeLiiuV'is free (e.p,, transferring funds, checking balances).






With Trinity revisiting itssab-
batical policy for professors, The
Tripod asked faculty and ad-
ministration for their views on
the current policy.
Dean of Faculty Raymond
Baker argues that permitting
professors to take sabbaticals is
beneficial to students, and a
necessary given in hiring qual-
ity faculty.
"Sabbaticals help professors
remain specialists in their fields.
It keeps them alive, alert, and up
on their field. Sabbaticals help
them to accomplish personal
research and improves the over-
all quality of education," said
Baker.
According to Baker, Trinity's
sabbatical program is very
moderate compared to other
schools, and he would actually
like to see the program in-
creased to greater frequency.
Baker feels that sabbaticals im-
prove the quality of professors
that he can hire, as well as keep
current professors at the top of
their game.
Associate Professor of Chem-
istry William Church feels the
research accomplished during
years of .sabbatical is almost
necessary in order to be consid-
ered for tenure status. Many
professors need the recognition
that publishing during sabbati-
cals provides, in order to achieve
full tenure status. In addition,
"sabbaticals provide the oppor-
tunity to cultivate collabora-
tions with researchers outside
or Trinity. They help form con-
tacts that can be invaluable to
Trinity."
Professor of Philosophy, In-
ternational Studies and Public
Policy Maurce Wade disagrees
with the current policy, stating,
"the scholarly productivity is a
wonderful thing, but the physi-
cal presence of a certain profes-
sor is lost. The handling by
departments is variable, but the
impression from many stu-
dents is that they are simply left
hanging.
"New professors can be hired
to plug the holes [left by faculty
on sabbaticals]. But often times
they are only here for a semes-
ter and they can't advise or con-
tribute as much because they
don't know the school any bet-
ter than a lot of the students,"
added Wade.
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Overcoming Housing Hurdles
THE GOOD, THE BAD 81 THE
UGLY OF ON-CAMPUS HOUSING
BY EMILY COLLINS
Features Columnist
Trinity's involvement in the
neighboring community has
noticeably increased since 1995,
when I began my freshman
year. Aside from the monetary
commitment of the college, the
student body seems to have de-
veloped a genuine interest in the
area surrounding the gates. In-
creasing participation in city
, internships and community
outreach programs illustrate
this point. Yet a paradox exists
between this increasing in-
volvement and the trend of liv-
ing on campus.
Unlike many comparable
colleges, Trinity students who
live off campus amongst the
broader community are the ex-
ception to the norm. The ma-
jority of the campus does take
the administration up on their
there are some tangible benefits
of living a few streets away from
Trinity. Here are a few that I
came up with:
Reason 1-Getting Out
Living in a dorm freshman
year was a great experience.
Communal living provides the
opportunity to meet tons of
new people and to share the ini-
tial transition with others like
you. Only in first year dorms do
you find that everyone props
their doors open. But after the
first year, the appeal of things
like sharing a bathroom with
fifteen others begins to fade.
Plus, all the rooms are exactly
the same and there are only so
many things you can do with
posters.
Aside from these reasons, one
major negative concerning
dorm living is at the forefront of
my mind: the shower caddy. To
I was pretty annoyed. Trinity al-
lowed him to come into my
room while I was not there and
check for housing violations.
When I raised my concerns
about invasion of privacy, he
explained that since I made the
decision to live in the dorms,
Trinity has the right to check
my room whenever it wants to.
He was obviously correct.
No one has any right to com-
plain about the restrictions to
have halogen lamps, tapestries,
candles or even kegs/beer balls.
We all chose to live in these
dorms and we must abide by
Trinity housing standards.
Why, instead of trying to
change these guidelines, don't
we consider living in a place
where these restrictions don't
exist? Jason Gabriel '99, who
lived off campus last year, re-
marks, "You can do whatever
you want off campus, without
having to worry about losing
Sure, the view is nice if you like living in a shoebox.
offer to provide housing for all
four years. Why do students
make this decision to. remain
within the walls of Trinity? As
Alex Pugh '99 who lives off -
campus this year says, "It's three
times the space and no Ed
Stigall to deal with."
The only two reasons that I
could think of for remaining in
a dorm are convenience and la-
ziness. It is slightly easier to live
only a few seconds away from
classes. If you had a late night:
just roll out of bed, toss on a pair
of sweatpants and you are an at-
tentive college student in a mat-
ter of moments.
Also, if you do not have a car
to commute, some off-campus
locations may not be feasible for
you. Some, but not all, as we see
apartment buildings and.
houses to rent on Crescent
Street and New Britain Ave,
Furthermore, anyone who
has searched for a place to live
knows what a pain house hunt-
ing is. It is much easier to have
the lottery do it for you. Just
show up with a few friends, grab
a room and you are all set. Your
place will be located near some
of your classes, and you do not
have to worry about commut-
ing hassles.
Even though the convenience
and laziness are factors, they do
not outweigh the pros of living
off campus. Aside from the
"getting in touch with the com-
munity" idea (which might
make you feel warm and fuzzy),
carry this thing back and forth
every morning is really no treat.
And then when you have to
leave it and all its wet contents
on your floor, it is pretty dose
to disgusting.
I really do envy friends who
have their own shower, and can
leave their toiletries where they
belong (i.e. the bathroom).
Reason 2—Adult Living
One of the goals of college is
to prepare you for life outside of
an academic environment.
Therefore, Trinity should
graduate students that not only
have the ability to embark on a
successful career, but who can
also live happily on their own.
Yet, if one lives in the dorms, it
,is entirely possible to graduate
without ever having paid an
electrical bill, cooked a meal or
changed a fuse. There will come
a point when Jon Small is not
around to cook up his delicious
treats, and you will have to do it
on your own. Wouldn't it make
more sense to start sooner
rather than later? Only two of
the dorms offered, have kitch-
ens, and if you've ever been in
one you know that the money
you pay for room and board isn't
placed into equipping you with
the best of all ovens.
Reason 3-Fewer Restrictions
Last week when a Residential
Fellow came to check my room,
your housing over a halogen
lamp."
Reason 4-Housing Crunch
Okay, I can understand to
some degree why people might
want to live in a quad in
Highrise. But when it is really
unlikely that you are going to be
able to live anywhere except
maybe a first-year lounge, why
stay in the lottery. Trinity may
guarantee housing but it does
not promise quality.
Plus, anyone who has ever
been involved in the housing
lottery can attest to the horrible
experience. Year after year, stu-
dents walk in friends and'they
leave enemies. Why after go-
ing through,this ordeal even
once would anyone want toput
themselves through the pain
and agony again?
The administration of the
college appears to encourage
this on-campus living. By guar-
anteeing every student Rousing
and making it so convenient,
. there is little reason for the typi-
cal college student to take the
initiative to find something dif-
ferent. Perhaps a way to rectify
this problem is to build off-
campus housing that is both
affordable and attractive to the
student body. This solution
would eliminate the need to
build more dorms and cause the






You see them walking down
the Long Walk. You always
seem to see them together,
sometimes holding hands and
sometimes with their arms
around each other. Maybe the
other day, you caught him giv-
ing her a quick kiss good-bye.
They are constantly smiling at
each other, and touching in
some way. You don't know ei-
ther of them well, but you're
sure that they're together.
So sure of it, that you tell your
friends when they walk into
Mather, that they are the couple
you see together all the time.
Talking about the people we
see is a favorite pastime of Trin-
ity College students. Gossiping
is a trade that they must teach
us in our first year seminars be-
cause by the time we're seniors,
ve've turned the art into a sci-
:nce. But how truthful are our
;ossips? When we see a guy and
;irl together, do we assume that
hey are "together?"
Tearon Joseph '99 says, "In our
:ulture, when people hold
lands and talk closely, they're
issumed to be in a relationship,
to say, "When you get older, you
don't know how to act with the
opposite sex. It's the mystery,
the unknown."
How does our culture react to
platonic friendships between
members of the opposite sex? If
you have a close friend of the
opposite sex, you may be more
aware of the possibility to keep
your friendship platonic. You
may also hear the doubts that
other people have. Our culture
does not seem to accept the fact
that a girl and boy can be good
friends, and that's it.
You'll hear from anyone you
ask that the possibility of a pla-
tonic friendship with a member
of the opposite sex is possible.
Most people you ask will say, "Of
course, 1 have lots of friends of
the opposite sex." But are they
good friends?
Are they the friends you say
hello to as you pass them at the
bar? Are they the friends that
you hang out with on the every-
now-and-then occasions before
a party? And ask them if there
was ever an incident between
them that crossed the bound-
aries of friendship. Had they
ever hooked up? Had they ever
wanted to? Had the friend of
the opposite sex ever tried?
If you have a dose friend of the opposite
sex, you may be more aware of the
b t t k f r d h lp t y y f r p
You may also hear the doubts that other
people have.
ihough it may not be always
zue." Gossiping aside, can girls
and boys be friends without
any sort of sexual tension
building between them?
Packs of girls and groups of
boys travel from one side of
campus to another. Rarely do
you see a pack of people, mixed
with girls and boys. Yes, you
will run into a couple—"couple"
being used as a term to define
two people, rather than two ro-
mantically involved people. Do
you assume that they are
friends, good friends, or friends
with a little something on the
side?
Cathy Sanz '99 says, "1 think
it's very possible for a girl to be
close friends with a guy." But is
it possible for the reverse to take
place? There is the idea that
boys would rather do other
things with a girl than simply
be her friend. So if a girl can get
close to a guy, without ever de-
siring to push the relationship
further, why can't the reverse
situation exist as well? Or can
it?
Mike Dudevoir '00 argues
that boys can be dose to girls
without desiring to take the re-
lationship further. But he states
that a possible cause for any in-
ability of this could be "Because
most girls and guys grow up
hanging out with the same sex."
Therefore we are comfortable
with our own sex, and having
spent years befriending only
the same sex, merging with the
opposite sex in any medium
can throw us off-balance.
I guess the idea that girls have
cooties, or that boys are gross
stays with us. Dudevoir goes on
It can be argued that mem-
bers of the opposite sex, as good
friends, will most likely suffer
from altered feelings at some
point in the relationship. "It is
near impossible to be close to a
girl without developing some
feelings for her. And when you
.do, you can't do anything about
it," says Ryan Carmody '01.
Tearon Joseph '99 says, "Per-
sonally, 1 don't think it's possible
to have an attractive friend and
not have some sexual tension
there." I doubt this means that
you have to act on this sexual
tension, but it can be acknowl-
edged.
If you're in a relationship,
does that mean that you are
more able to be friends with
members of the opposite sex
without any sexual tension?
Cathy Sanz '99 argues that the
tension becomes more defined
in that situation. When is the
situation right to allow a girl
and a guy to be the best of
friends without worrying about
things changing? Or will it ever
be that way? .
Girls and boys are as different
as night and day. These differ-
ences do not make it impossible
for them to form and develop a
very good friendship. Any sort
of impossibility, if there's one at
all, would be from this "sexual
tension," if not for lack of inter-
est in the other person.
Goodj strong, close friend-
ships are formed every day be-
tween members of the opposite
sex. Friendships that don't
change. But will they ever be
"just friends" to anyone who
watched them walk down the
Long Walk together?




As I came down to the office tonight,
the first thing I did was check my e-mail.
I checked my office mailbox and my
answering machine. Am I obsessed? No
more than the average student or profes-
sor who is constantly awaiting some sort
classman (or even if you are a freshman),
think back to the first few weeks of fresh-
man year. You checked your mail often.
Three times a day maybe. You longed for
that reinforcement that you were impor-
tant to somebody, even if it was more of-
ten J. Crew than a friend from home.
But seriously, we used forms of mail as
comforts of daily life. And as we mature
through our stages at Trinity, we still
You checked your mail often. Three times a day maybe.
You longed for that reinforcement that you were'
important to somebody, even if it was more often J.
Crew than a friend from home.
of news. Whether we are really destined
to get any e-mail, phone messages or not,
it doesn't matter. We will look. And we
will look every chance we get.
What is this obsession with getting
mail? Have we nothing better to occupy
our minds than worrying if we will get
a letter from a long lost friend, a message
from someone about what time to meet
at Mather or when our next discount
coupon willcome from Columbia
House? Sarah Coyle '99 said, "Today, I had
to go to the bathroom so badly, but I
wouldn't until I checked to see if anyone
sent me anything. The only reason I go
to Mather is to check my mailbox. I
swear, I must be obsessed."
Maybe it's that we long to be home,
where we know someone always knows
our name, someone is always available
to go and hang out with. Okay, I know
what you are thinking—we have friends
here, too. Yes, but if you are an upper-
hold onto that habit of checking our e-
mail, voice mail and mailboxes every
chance we get. It is still important for us
to get mail. Perhaps, you say, we are look-
ing for something other sort of message
to come our way.
We may occasionally be the student
who awaits the announcement of the
next Cesare Barbieri Italian lecture infor-
mation. Or maybe we are that senior in-
waiting who waits eagerly to prepare his
or her resume for the next corporate re-
cruiting information session. Maybe we
are even waiting for that next Health Tip
so kindly distributed to us from the
Medical Office.
More than likely, though, we are the
common student who is waiting
for...well,...we don't know. We don't care.
We just want mail.
And the Administration may be play-
ing off of this. Why would we wait for
these QP:'s that we love to hate? Why?





If you're" looking to continue your education with an advanced
degree in health care, consider New York Chiropractic College.
It's a solid choice and a wise investment in your future.
NYCC:
• Boasts a curriculum with an excellent balance among the
Art, Science, and Philosophy of Chiropractic.
• Employs talented and diverse faculty.
• Features modern, state-of-the-art facilities.
• Is a fully residential campus located on 286 acres.
• Is conveniently located in the scenic Finger Lakes region of
Central New York.
Visit with a NYCC representative at
Trinity College
October 29,5- 6:15PM
Graduate and Professional School Fair
New York Chiropractic College
2360 Route 89 • Seneca Falls, NY 13148-0800
Phone: 800/234-NYCC (6922) Fax: 315/568-3087
E-mail: enrolriow@nycc.edu
Website: www.nycc.edu
Are we being brainwashed little by
little? Maybe the administration, far
from being seekers of the same sort of
mail, or perhaps distraught at their own
lack of mail, has formulated this won-
derful form of mail—the QP:— in order
to give us false hopes to make up for their
own unhappiness.
They know we look constantly, wan-
der aimlessly in search of that one'e-
mail, that one letter. They know how the
"You've Got Mail" alert, or that triple-
beep turns us on. The cruelty. Flyers
work the same way We walk down the
stairs from Mather to the mail room,
looking around the corner in hopes of
spying something in our mailbox. What
do we see? "Wait—can it be? Is that a
sliver of paper I see in my mailbox? I bet
it's a letter from Johnny or Susie!" But no,
it's only a flyer, again reminding us to at-
tend the Cesare Barbieri Italian lecture
other means of correspondence exists.
Maybe we will get something from them.
I know that my head count has gone
from ten or so "close friends" to about two
"e-mail best friends" from home. And
this does not bother me. These friends
are faithful e-mail users and await my
"sent mail" just as much as I long for,
their's to reach my desktop.
They know what to say to cheer us up.
They know which Clinton jokes we've
heard already, and which Chain Letters
we'd actually pass on. (But of course,
none of this sort of thing goes on, be-
cause it is illegal, as stated in the Student
Handbook). And we likewise know their
e-mail interests. It is a relationship based
on the mail we send, and it works. It is
precisely for this reason that we are ob-
sessed with mail.
Voice mail messages give us hope for
our relationships on campus—tell us that
The administration knows we look constantly, wander
aimlessly in search of that one e-mail, that one letter.
They know how the "You've Got Mail" alert, or that
triple-beep turns us on. And they taunt us with QP:'s.
The cruelty
or that the Nutritionist will be in on
Wednesday from Noon till 4pm.
If we are not deluded after months of
this sabotage, we may be well aware of
who we are expecting mail from. We
may know to stay away from our mail-
boxes until it is more than a sliver of pa-
per. We may know enough to
automatically delete all of those annoy-
ing QP:'s before reading them, so as not
to be tempted or lured back in.
If it is birthday time, hopefully pur
parents, brothers, sisters and friends will
send us a little note or a package. Over
the months and years we have developed
a core of friends who we will faithfully
keep in touch with via e-mail, as if no
people really do want to meet us for din-
ner, to go out with us to the bars or just
to sit and talk over coffee.
Mailboxes provide us with letters from
home or friends who have more time to
invest in actually writing out a letter.
E-mail, however, is what links us to-
gether. It links faculty and students, no
matter how much we hate to admit it. It
links administration with everyone who
is within sight of someone else's QP: dis-
played on a computer screen./And it'.
links friends together in a way that we
all rely on, day-in and day-out, as college
students who have time enough only to
click the "Check Mail" control button
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Maura Howley lives in Wellesley,
MA though she spent mostofher life in
Maryland. She is an Art History ma-
jor, and celebrates her 21st birthday
thisWednesday.Oct.7.
What will be your birthday
wish?
Well, lama very good singer, you
know. And I think that I am bet-
ter than Barbra Streisand. She
sucks. So I'd like to replace her in
the duet she sings with Celine
Dion.
Who do you want to jump out
of your birthday cake?
Matt Damon. His birthday is
one day after mine, you know. So
it would be a birthday cake event
for both of us!
What do you want for your
birthday, in terms of gifts?
Beanie Babies! I have 20 already,
but there's always room for more.
Not only do they look cute sitting
on my desk, but what a great in-
vestment, too.
Where will you be at 3 am the
morning after your birthday?
In my bed, asleep, alone. Or up
with my friends ordering pizza
and watching a movie. Pizza is
quite good, you know.
Do you plan on wearing your
birthday suit?
No, not this year. I caught a cold
last year. It does get quite cold on
October nights.
Top Ten Reasons You Didn't
Go To Iropical
10. It wouldn't sit well on your conscience to help
trash half a million dollars worth of renovations.
9. Well, if you were there without paying to be there,
does that count for being there?
8. Naked boys can be, seen anywhere, not just in a
dirty pool.
7. Who needs the harassment of little pledges?
6. Psi U does not condone underage drinking of any
kind, by anyone.
5, You had to stay In to do your Economics home
work.
4. You see one ice hockey player, you've seen them
all. Even if they're only 20% of the frat.
3. No mystery Speedo man this year; Psi U is too
civilized.
2. It's been so nice these past months, why ruin a great
break?
1. That whole "Pepper Spray hurts your eyes" thing.
SCORPIO
SCHOOL: Stop worrying about the
paper, and start worrying about that
exam next week. You'll ace one, and
pass the other. LOVE: One at a time, hot
stuff. FAMILY: Your parents make sac-
rifices for you, so asking them for beer
money is insulting. LIFE A nice, long
vacation is in store for you. Too bad
you'll be at school and unable to go on
it, But at least everyone else in your




are supposed to be school related in or-
der to be included on your resume.
LOVE: You'll get dumped, you'll meet
someone new, and then they'll dump
you, too, FAMILY: If I were you, 1
wouldn't go home for Reading Week.
Bad things will happen. LIFE: You'll
make some new friends, but they'll




SCHOOL: You will fail your next exam,
so don't bother studying. Get drunk.
LOVE: You will find the love of your
life, and they will be in a relationship
that is much better than anything you
can give them. FAMILY: Well, at least
your mama loves you. LIFE: Good
things are going to happen to you.
Good things like, you'll find a penny
and you won't have to pay for the first
pitcher.
C^of col
Anothen Good Week? Impossible!
AQUARIUS
JAN2O-fE.6 is
SCHOOL: You have studied hard and
your grades will show it. Or else that kid
next to you studied hard and both of
your grades will show it. LOVE: You'll
meet a person who's madly in love with
you, but they resemble your pet pooch.
It's flattering nonetheless. FAMILY: You
forgot your dad's birthday. There is no
getting out of it. LIFE: Avoid long road
trips. You'll get stuck in traffic, run out
of money for tolls, and get a flat tire.
PlSCES
F E 5 \9-MAR 2O
SCHOOL: Finally, you have found a
class that interests you. Good things will
come out of it, and you might see a fu-
ture in the subject. LOVE:
Fuggedaboutit. FAMILY: Your brother
will be visiting you soon. He will get
drunk and belligerent, and it will be
your responsibility to make sure he
doesn't hook up with you-know-who.
LIFE: You will find excitement in other




SCHOOL: The professor is dreamy, yes,
but what a tough grader. Don't be sur-
prised if you experience no pleasure
when they fail you, LOVE: You're in a
relationship, and it's a good one. Hold
onto them, even if you don't want to.
FAMILY: Your sister's getting engaged,
and guess what!— you're not invited to
the wedding!! LIFE: You're ill prepared
for the cold weather. Layer it up, pull on
the socks, put a hat on your head.
N-:—J\ TAURUS
AFR2O-MAY2O
SCHOOL: Attendance is mandatory,
but if you just get a friend to sign you in—
that's as good as being there, LOVE: That
hookup you've been thinking about is
going to develop into something good.
Take things slow. FAMILY: Surprise, sur-
prise. Grandma remembered you in her
monthly allocation of $10 checks. It
looks like you're the good grandchild this
month. LIFE: It sucks.
t GEMINIMAY21-JUN2O
SCHOOL: Thinking about that major?
Don't change it. And drop the minor.
Anything above required minimum is
excessive. LOVE: The cutie with the
booty isn't going to call you, but that's
because they're waiting for you to call
them. FAMILY: Don't have one yet. You're
too young. LIFE: You're about to come
into a good sized fortune. But don't spend
it all quickly, because you'll have some





SCHOOL: An Exam, a quiz, a test, a
paper. What more can they ask of you?
You'll get a good break though. And you
did do well on that quiz. LOVE: About
time you get to see them. Enjoy your va-
cation, soak up the romance, and make
it last, FAMILY: Let your mom spoil you
for a bit. Let her fuss, and let her pry She
raised you, she has the right. LIFE: Stop
stressing. You'll lose hair, and that's not
something you can afford right now.
SCHOOL: You will be doing work soon,
though it feels like you arranged a
schedule to die for. The work will come
very soon. LOVE: You should be
single. You're having doubts, espe-
cially when there is so much tempta-
tion. But you should be single for just
a while longer. LIFE: Don't take it too
seriously, or you won't come but alive.
VIRGO .
i ACIG 25 -SETT 22
SCHOOL: You'll ace that class so well
that you'll be asked to TA it next year,
so stop worrying about it. LOVE: Good
things will happen to you during
Reading Week when you go home.
FAMILY: They'll tell you to work harder,
and you'll want to leave the room. Re-
member, they pay your way. Show a
little respect.' LIFE: Stop your whining,
stop competing. You're annoying your




SCHOOL: What a turn around you
made. Good for you.' You really are
smart, aren't you? LOVE: I won't em-
barrass you. But how could it get this
bad? FAMILY: They'll surprise you
with how attentive they've been to you
lately. A few more complements this
year from mom and dad. LIFE: It's your
birthday and every birthday wish will
come true, (Aim low) Don't let your
day be ruined by a drunk roommate.




Anyone who eats at the Cave
has seen him, and most of the
campus knows him by name.
Al refers to himself as the "king
of the grill," and indeed he has
become such a monarch of the
Trinity campus.
Over the sizzle of fresh bacon
and eggs, his smooth voice and
upbeat demeanor await dozens
of students before they head out
for the day. Even as business
picks up around lunch, he still
finds time for chit-chat about
last night's baseball game.
Al makes it a point to get to
know the people he sees every-
day, displaying a remarkable tal-
ent for remembering names and
facts about his customers. For
many, he starts cooking their
usual order as soon as they set
foot in the grill room.
"The first person in the morn-
ing I'm gonna see is Rachel, and
she's gonna have egg and
cheese." he said. "Then there's
Pete, and he wants a scrambled
-egg omelet. Then there's
Megan, and she likes egg whites
with mushrooms. The idea of
Al, as we know him. KATiEBRYANT
i ; ^ t 1 r , f > .
Revtew
the info and we'll
get back to you.
Class of:
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hitting those marks, I get some-
thing out of it."
While he may know the not-
so-healthy diets of the entire
Trinity community, how much
do we really know about him? I
decided to sit down with Al and
try to learn a little bit more
about the man behind the grill.
Alphonzo Mark Rice was
bom in Philadelphia, Pa., raised
in New Britain, Ct., and cur-
rently resides in the North End
of Hartford. At 35, Al is still
single with no children, but fre-
quently watches his 7-year-old
nephew Noel. The second of
four children, he graduated
from New Britain Senior High
School, along with fellow Hur-
ricane Jon Small who was two
years ahead of him.
Al took some classes at a com-
munity college, but found the
allure of the paycheck to be too
great. He hopes to go back
someday to get a degree in culi-
nary arts, though he does not
know when.
After working for other com-
panies, Al came to Trinity eight
years ago and has been here ever
since. Beginning with a short
tenure at the Bistro, Al soon
had a meeting with Marriott
management the next day. Stu-
dents, however, heard about his
situation, and bombarded the
food service office with calls
and emails protest. In fact, sev-
eral of the students had a big
rally to "Free Al,"
"I'm up in the meeting, and 1
knew nothing about this," he
said. "When I walked down and
heard all this going on...it was
real touching." "That incident,
it was one of my proudest mo-
ments here. It showed that I was
part of the community"
Once in a while, the faculty
even calls on Al's talents. "Dean
Winer used to come to me
sometimes, and he'd say 'Al, this
kid, I'm too old for this kid, can
you talk to him?' I would always
try to talk to him."
Despite all this, he still wishes
he could do more here. "I don't
spend enough time here during
my time off," he lamented. He
hopes to make it to a few foot-
ball and basketball games this
year. He has also never been to
graduation, saying he has a
tough time saying goodbye.
Over the past summer, Al said
he saw several kids from at the
Students, however, heard about his
situation, and bombarded the food service
offe^with galls and emails protest. In
fact, several of the students had a big
rally to "Free Al."
moved to his current job at the
Cave. He has been offered other
jobs with Marriott on campus,
but says he loves the people and
atmosphere at the Cave and
would not leave that position.
"When you work in the Cave,
you're more a part of the cam-
pus. You run into everybody in
the Cave," he said.
But what about Al's involve-
ment with Marriott?
"I've been in the food service
business for 14 years. My favor-
ite part of the job has to be com-
ing here, and you're a part of the
daily routine. And once you
skip that, people know it. They
say 'Al you weren't here on Fri-
day' I have to say it's the inter-
action. It's a good feeling."
Al was instrumental in the
drive to unionize Marriott em-
ployees, and now serves as the
union steward for Marriott em-
ployees of the Hotel and Restau-
rant Employees Local #217. As
steward, he is responsible for
making sure the guidelines of
the contract are followed and
overseeing grievances. The
union seeks guidelines and re-
spect, he said, to combat former
rules such as the right to fire an
employee regardless of cause.
However, it was quite a rocky
road to solidarity, and while he
doesn't claim to be the Norma
Rae of the nineties, he had an in-
teresting incident in 1995 that
nearly cost him his job.
Al had an argument with
management, who were aware
of his unionization efforts and
who consequently fabricated a
charge that he pulled a knife on
someone while slicing bread.
He was suspended for a day, and
'92 reunion and remembered a
number of them.
All his patrons know that one
of APs passions is to talk sports.
Throughout the day, the people
who come to the Cave enjoy
friendly banter about last
night's games. He'll engage in
friendly debates when he
knows that your favorite team is
not his own.
He says his favorite sport to
play is basketball, but the one he
enjoys watching most is foot-
ball — especially his favorite
team, the Kansas City Chiefs.
Discussion about the McGwire-
Sosa hbmerun race, Superbowl
predictions, and the Knicks-
Celtics rivalry come free with
your order at the Cave.
Al is very proud of Trinity
and the changes that have come
along in recent years. "One of
the best things about the South
Side is right here — Trinity Col-
lege." Though he thinks the col-
lege is a little more hectic and
the students are more stressed
than in the past, he is very loyal
to the college.
When prospective students
come into the Cave, A1 sings the
praises of Camp Trin and urges
students to forget about other
places. If someone wants to
know the true types of students
who come to Trinity, they
should first ask Al.
Tm fortunate to be here," he
said, "that's no b.s." "From 7-8,
I'm struggling, but I just need
one student to come in and say
something to me, to get my day
started." So the next time you
want a tuna melt or chicken fin-
gers, get to know Al, the undis-
puted king of the grill.
(
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Wilson and Kong Cello and
Piano Duo Display Talent
\ BY BETH GILUGAN
Arts Editor
Those in the mood for a little
culture this week headed over to
Garmany Hall in Austin Arts
Center to hear the cello and pi-
ano duo James Wilson and
Joanne Kong. These two tal-
ented musicians made a brief
appearance during which they
performed the works of Bach,
Beethoven, Part, and
Rubinstein. Unfortunately, the
attendance for the event was
rather low, though this did not
detract from the the enjoyment
of those who did attend. '
Kong and Wilson took the
stage at 8 PM, and their skill was
immediately apparent in their
first piece, Sonata in D Major,
BWV1028.
The first movement had a
slow, graceful quality which
segued into the rapid bowing
and hand motion of the Allegro
movement. The third move-
ment retained a somewhat
mournful quality, once again
displaced by a light allegro sec-
tion.
The two performers then
went on to play Beethoven's So-
nata in A Map r, Op. 69. The dif-
ficult Allegro ma non tanto
movement began at a very fast
pace, with a sudden ritard fol-
lowed by some quick pizzicato
on the cello. This passionate
movement continued with
icaatvy ct escendbs • and decie-
scendos.
The second movement was
the Scherzo: Allegro molto,
which involved a sort of dia-
logue between the. cello and pi-
PHOTO COURTESY OF JOANNE KONG
Pianist Joanne Kong and cellist James Wilson performed in
Garmany Hall Monday night.
ano. It retained a light feel
throughout.
This was followed by the
Adagio cantabile- Allegro
vivace, a furiosly fast-paced
work requiring a great deal of
skill (which Kong and "Wilson
deftly provided). ;>
The second half of the show
featured Arvo Part's Fratres as
well as three movements (Alle-
gro moderate, Allegretto, and
Allegro molto) from Anton
Rubinstein's Sonata in D Major,
Op. 18.
Overall, the concert fully jus-
tified the critical acclaim that
Kong and Wilson have received
over the years. They have been
performing together for years,
and thttr air tistfy and talent
clearly shows. The perfor-
mance succeeded in presenting
a wonderful evening of music
and culture that is unlikely to
be paralleled for some time.
Miramax Home Video Contest
WIN FREE VIDEOS, INCLUDING:
THE BIG ONE, I GOT THE HOOK UP, BEST
OF THE BEST; WITHOUT WARNING, AND «
SONATINE
BEST OF THE BEST:
Star Phillip Rhee is best
known for his ability at what
skill/sport/art?
(release date: 10/20/98)
BUEN A VSSTA PICTURES DISTRIBUTION
Michael Moore confronts
Nike CEO Phil Knight in The
Big One.
THE BIG ONE:




What genre is this film?
(release date: 10/13/98)
BUENA VISTA PICIUPES DISTRIBUTION
Master Ps latest film, / Got
the Hook Up.
I GOT THE HOOK
UP:
In the film, who is Master P's
business partner?
(release date: 10/13/98)
CONGRATULATIONS TO LAST MONTH'S WINNERS!
Send all answers to The Tripod Box 702582. One entry per






On Wednesday, September 30
the Asian and American Stu-
dent Alliance sponsored a per-
formance of The Incident and
theAfter. This South Asian
dance performance revolved
around the issues of rape and
Aparna gracefully danced to
the sound of Indian folk music.
There were approximately
sixty people in attendance that
evening. For the most part,
people seemed to enjoy the per-
formance. The show was fol-
lowed by a brief discussion.
If you're willing to learn
about different cultures, this
This South Asian dance performance
revolved around the issues of rape and
how a South Asian wife handled the
situation.
how a South Asian wife
handled the situation. The role
of the woman in Asian society
is thus explored.
Aparna Sindhoor, the wife,
wore the traditional Indian
clothing while covered in shiny,
gold jewelry. Throughout the
entire narrated program,
program served its purpose! It
employed various ethnic de-
tails, from Indian music, to
dance, to traditional garments.
However, the play failed in de-
veloping an elaborate story on
rape and its after-effects, then 1






The Webster Theater (located
on Webster Street) holds perfor-
mances every week, bringing
popular music to Hartford Erom
all over the country. The theater
is large enough to hold about
two hundred people and has
more than enough sound ca-
pacity to keep the audience
moving.
Last week the Webster
hosted Blink 182, bringing out
a dedicated following of
Hartford's hard-core youth. In-
cluded in the act was a warm-
up set by a San Diego band
called Unwritten Law.
It was an energy filled night
at the Webster. When I arrived,
Unwritten Law had already
mesmerized the audience. By
playing fast, loud, and well or-
They've previously performed
with Blink during their Austra-
lia tour.
Blink 182 played a long set
after Unwritten Law. The band
Blink 182 consists of two guitar-
ist/singers and a drummer.
Some of the songs.thax. they
played included: "I Got Kicked
Out of High School for Drinking
Liquor," "Rash," and a new song
called "Duckweed." The band
kept the audience's attention by
running around and telling
graphic dirty jokes.
Although, for the most part,
the audience loved the show,
most post-adolescents left
pretty quickly after they real-
ized the band's angle.
During the course of the
show many of the girls in the
audience took off their bras and
threw them up on stage. At first,
the band members seemed flat-
tered; one of the guitarists
By playing fast, loud, and well organized
musk, the band created an intense scene
for the moshing and crowd surfing high
schoolers.
ganized music, the band created
an intense scene for the
moshing and crowd surfing
high schoolers. However, the
crowd surfing wasn't very effec-
tive; the average surfer was only
up for about ten seconds before
a large, frustrated, security
guard got his hands on the par-
ticipants and put them firmly
back on the ground.
Unwritten Law performed
such songs as: "Lonesome,"-
"Teenage," and "Guns of
Brickston." After the show, I was
fortunate enough to talk to PK
Kim, the bass player for the
band. He told me that they have
been together for twelve years,
but didn't really get going until
1991 when they started per-
forming regularly and were
making enough money to sup-
port themselves full time.
Unwritten Law has been
touring with Blink 182 this fall.
showed his respect by tying a
bra around his head. After a
while, however, the band began
poking jokes at the bra throwing
members of the audience.
The audience was excited
throughout the performance.
The band's energy created the
perfect atmosphere for the con-
cert, which was largely without
incident. Other than some mi-
nor injuries in the mosh pit, no
one was seriously injured.
Ashley Hull '99 commented
that seeing a bunch of angry fif-
teen year old kids running
around made her realize that
she is no longer the youngest
kid out on the dance floor. She
had never seen Blink 182 or Un-
written Law before, and had
mixed emotions about the show.
Other than the rowdy kids and
the $13.50 that she paid for her
ticket, Ashley remarked that
she really had a good time.
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Don't miss the brilliantly restored
version of Federico Fellini's Nights of
Cabiria, playing at Cinestudio from
Wednesday, October 7 through Tues-
day, October 13. Winner of the 1957
Oscar for Best Foreign Film, the movie
features a heartbreaking performance
by Giulietta Masina.
In the mood for some good music?
Stop by Garmany Hall from October
23 through October 25 for Ain't It
Good: A Stephen Schwartz Revue.
Scwartz himself will be in attendance
for the final Sunday performance,
which features musical highlights
from Godspell,Pippin,and Butter/lies
are Free.
The Studio 47 Series continues on
Wednesday, October 21, with a perfor-
mance by Hiah Park and Korean sha-
man artist Manhong Kang. The two
will present a special evening of im-
provisation followed by a dialogue
with those in attendance.
Laurie Kutchins will be sharing her
poetry at Hamlin Hall on Thursday,
October 22 at 4:15 PM. The reading is
sure to include poems from her book
The Night Path, which won the






There are movies that are bad, and
then there are movies that are really bad.
Even when horror flicks are poorly ex-
ecuted, they usually provide someenter-
tainment by way of laughter at the poor
script or amateur acting. Urban Legends
is an altogether different story. Actually,
it's not a different story, and that's part
of its problem. How many more times
must we be subjected to the "college
babes must triumph against mysterious
killer" plot before moviemakers get the
hint that it's overdone? It was a valiant
attempt at variety to add the twist of
basing the movie around urban legends,
but unfortunately, it's not a twist that,
compensates for the general inadequa-
cies of the movie.
For those of you who are in the dark,
an urban legend is a modern fable, usu-
ally involving the murder of one of the
characters, that gets spread around in
numerous forms but isn't based in fact.
Most of these urban legends usually have
some moral to them such as "don't trust
someone you don't know" (i.e. the legend
in which a man is led to a party by a girl
he has just met, and is then drugged and
wakes up in a tub of ice to discover that
one of his kidneys has been stolen to be
sold on the black market.) The movie's
mystery killer uses these urban legends
to slowly kill off the film's characters
until the main character eventually con-
fronts the killer and triumphs. As usual,
it takes several times to actually kill the
killer, and by the end of the film every-
one in the theajer is, just wishing the
- , - . - - > -. v < • • . ' . ' '• - ' fr •
killer would go ahead and die.
And the acting! Never before have I sat
in a theater when all the women
screamed and shielded their eyes not out
of fear or disgust at cinematic violence,
but from the pain of another line read as
if the actor didn't realize she wasn't in
Clueless. It's agonizingly obvious that
Alicia Witt, Jared Leto, Rebecca
Gayheart, and Robert Englund have a
long way to go in their training as actors.
Someone needs to let Jamie Banks, the
director, know that it takes more than a
huge bosom to captivate an audience.
The plot holes and other problems of
the film also make it difficult to watch.
For instance, the college the students are
attending supposedly enrolls over three
thousand people, but somehow, when
the main character enters the library, she
is completely alone. Does no one else go
to the library at this school? Also, the
school has only one security guard, and
she is of highly dubious merit. Shouldn't
there be more than one guard for an en-
tire college? And in one scene, the main
character is riding in a car that crashes.
The driver is killed on impact, yet the
heroine escapes without a scratch. Does
this seem unlikely to anyone else?
The only positive aspect of Urban
Legends that I can determine is the set.
The college is amazing, and each build-
ing and room is a testament to the beauty
of architecture of all periods.
The only thing I have left to say about
• UrbanLegends is don't see it. Don't waste
your eight bucks when there are master-
pieces out there waiting to be discovered.
Go to a video store, rent one of the hor-
ror classics, and watch it with a bunch
of Jriends. You'll be glad you did.
Girls in Prison Disappoints Despite Shower Scene
BUFNA VISTA PICTURES DISTRIBUTION
Cast members from the riveting Miramax film Girls in Prison.
BY DEVIN PHARR
Copy Editor
Having seen a lot of movies and being
at least a decent judge of quality, I can
say that Girls in Prison is a waste of ev-
ery single particle of matter that makes
up the videocassette I watched it on. It's
almost painful to recall. Try td imagine
a writer using the idea of a movie as a
scam to oversee a lesbian shower scene.
This seems to be the point of the movie
and I think it's the best part of thisfilrn.
Not because of the nudity, but because
it's about the only point where viewers
get a break from a movie filled with atro-
cious dialogue.
The plot, with all apologies concern-
ing the misuse of the word, isn't really
weak. It just doesn't make much sense.
The entire film takes place in California
during the Korean War. It's about girls in
prison so the director felt the necessity
to show the viewer how they got there.
The first girl, who works for a televison
store, witnesses her brother's death in
Korea on an anti-communist propa-,
ganda program. She goes home to find
her mother dead of heart failure after
watching the same broadcast. Placing
the blame on the over-zealous host of the
show, she shows up at the studio with a
bouquet of flowers and beats him to
death with a hammer. I wouldn't read
into this; I think theyjust ran out of guns.
She is then arrested, tried and sentenced
to life in jail. This is illustrated through
the spinning newspaper sequence (bor-
rowed directly from 195O's cop shows).
The second girl (lone Skye) writes a
play about the Communist witch hunt
in which her father is being interrogated
by Senator Joseph McCarthy. During the
performance (which seems to be woe-
fully unattended due to a lack of extras),
the audience somehow draws the con-
clusion that her father actually is a Com-
munist when he refuses to answer the
other actor's inquiries. They then jump
on stage and beat him into insanity. Still
recovering from having her father com-
mitted, Skye goes to a bar where she en-
counters a man in a plaid shirt railing
against the "Communist whore" he is
watching being interrogated on televi-
sion. Skye becomes furious and kills him
with a wine bottle to the head, and once
again makes the front page of Spinning
Newspaper Incorporated.
At this point the film drops its Com-
munist angle in order to focus on an in-
nocent young girl named Aggie (Missy
Crider), who is first seen riding into Hol-
lywood on a moped. She is trying to
make it big in the "seedy music business"
and goes to a studio only to be kicked out
by the drunken studio head, Boss
Johnson, (Jon Polito). He then listens to
her tape and runs out of booze, so he calls
her back to: strike a deal to sign a con-
tract the next morning. After their meet-
ing, the Boss sits down and falls asleep
. in a drunken stupor. As he snoozes away, <
a mysterious black hand reaches in and '
pulls the tape from his hand, and then ..
proceeds to stab him in the back sixteen
times. Aggie must have hired Matlock's
pet monkey to represent her in court be-
cause she gets framed for this. And you
guessed it Spinning Newspaper.
So all three women are in jail. Let the
suspense continue. For some reason the
first two murderers get the hots for each
other and are seen making out in the
shower by the third. This is follwed by a
scene in the prison cell where Aggie asks
her cell mate Miranda (Angie Ray
McKinney) what lesbianism is like in a
very Sex Ed video fashion. The director
may have spliced footage; I wasn't pay-
ing that much attention.
Back at the studio, Anne Heche and
Borcellino the drug lord (Nestor Serrano
- yes that is his name) are living it up,
having taken over the company from
Boss Johnson. They are waiting for the
cash to start rolling in on the 'hit' song
that Aggie had brought with her to Hol-
lywood. But they still fear what might
happen if anyone were to link the girl in
prison to the song on the radio. So, they
order a series of assassins.to try and take
her out in jail. They must do so before a
ludicrously brutal private eye (Rich-
mond Arquette) puts two and two to-
gether and has them arrested.
The detective smashes Borcellino's fin-
gers in a drawer to get the information
he needs. Then afterwards he checks to
see if anyone is looking before pistol
whipping him into merciful
unconciousness. Aggie meanwhile has
to survive with the help of her streetwise
lesbian bodyguards and brings the
AWOL Anne Heche and her evil; plans
toanend. " •/. ••••..'•. •.;•.•. ;
The rest of the movie features Anne
Heche and her changing hairstyles,
Anne Heche and more.4^¥aTdly evij
plans, Anne Heche naked, and'my favor-
ite: Anne,Heche in a potato-sack race. 1
must say that none of the actors do a par-
ticularly bad job, taking into consider-
ation what they had to work with. In fact,
despite how many times their characters
change personalities in what may have
already clinched the distinction of being
the worst LA. Confidential takeoff ever,
they may be due for some applause. Nev-
ertheless, this movie is best viewed with
your eyes shut and your fingers in your
ears. That way you won't have to suffer
through the the killer soundtrack to the








Tfie aesT nappy HOUR WITH $2 PINTS
aND TfiuRS-FRi f Ree ftuGe Bureer
Could we offer More?
Yes!-20% off food purchases with
your college ID until Nov 1,1998
B r e w e r y C a f e
942 Main Street Downtown Hartford 525-1600
Free Parking -- Ask for details
Breto's Pizza UNDER NEW MANAGEMENTFree Delivery . Open Late
(860) 278-4334/(860) 278-4527
24 New Britain Avenue, Hartford, CT
"The Best Pizza in Hartford"
Hours: Sunday-Thursday 11 a.m.~3 a.m.
Friday-Saturday 11 a.m-4 a.m.
. Breto's Pizza
Small (12") $5.00 Topping $.50
Large (16") $8.00 Topping $1.00
Sheet (18x24"). $15.00 Topping $2.50







Ricotta Peppers Hot Peppers
Fresh Garlic Sun Dried Tomatos






We Deliver a Full Line of Cigarettes, Garcia, and Phillies
W E ACCEPT m
SPECIALTIES DINNERS
Spaghetti w/meatball, sausage, shrimp $7.50
Eggplant Parmesan $6.50
Shells , ... .$5.00
Shells w/meatball, sausage, shrimp $7.50
Ravioli, Meat or Cheese . . . . . . . . ^ ~ ^ . $6.50
Stuffed Shells /oneFRFF\
 $ 6 - 5 0
Manicotti . . . . .V f ° T * ,, " 1 ^-^
Garlic Bread ) J 7 5 0
Chicken Parmesan N^*" 1 a a . X - • • • -$7.50
Veal Parmesan /!7TrrrrrrT\........ $7.50
Calzone $6.00 ($.75 per item)
Baked Ziti $5.00'
Specialty Pizzas
Sm. / Lg. / Sheet
Hawaiian Pizza $6.00 /10.00 /20.00
Served with Cheese, Ham and Pineapple
Red Veggie Design $8.50 /15.50 /22.00
Ricotta and mozzarella, fresh mushrooms, spinach, broccoli, fresh toma-
toes, etc.
White Veggie Des ign . . . . $8.50/12.50 /22.00
A thin layer ofsauteed garlic and olive oil covered with ricotta mozza-
rella, fresh tomatoes, fresh mushrooms, spinach, broccoli, etc.
Cajun Shrimp Pie .. $10.00 /15.00 /30.00
Fresh tomatoes and mushrooms tossed with plump cajun style barbecued
shrimp and mozzarella cheese.
Max's Preferred $8.50 /12.50 / 22.00
Olive oil, fresh garlic, sun-dried tomatoes and scullions with a touch of
lemon over mozzarella cheese.
Hot for the Heart $8.00 /12.00 / 23.00
Onions, peppers, chili peppers, olives, mushrooms, sour cream, tortilla
and mozzarella cheese.
Deep Spinach Pie Pizza $8.50 / 12.50
An extra thick crust pie filled with a generous layer of lightly spiced





Cooked S a l a m i . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Genoa Salami
Pepperoni
































































A large loaf of garlic bread seasoned lightly with creamy garlic butter
and herbs. A light blue cheese spread is optional.
French Fries $l-.50
Onion Rings $2.80
Mozzarella Sticks (8 pcs.) . . $4.50
Hamburger .. . . . . . . . . . . $2.25
w / f r i e s . . . . . . . . $3.50
Cheeseburger... . . . . . . . . . . . $2.50
w/fries ....' $3.80
Fish&Griips . . . . $7.50
Half Chicken (w/salad, fries & garlic bread) $6.95
Buffalo Wings (w/blue cheese) $4.95
Chef Salad . . . . . . .: $6.00
Greek Salad . $6.00
Tuna Salad. . . . . $6.00
Antipasto . . . . . . $ 6.00
Tossed Salad.. . . . . . . $4.00
Caesar Salad $5.00
2 LARGE PIZZAS
Cheese f 1 Topping + 2 Liter
$16.95 tax incl.
278-4334
GIANT OVERFLOWING SUB $8.00 Plenty for two!
I P
CALZONE
Cheese + 1 Topping
$5.50 tax incl.
278-4334












I LARGE PIZZA I
8 Cheese + 1 Topping + 2 Liter •
i Soda $10.00 tax incl. "






Get 2nd at 1/2 Price
Free Salad and Garlic Bread
278-4334
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Around
Trinity..,
Getting Into The Mood at Sh-AD-y.
Well, here's a little something
that AT saw when he looked out a
window on Friday. There were AD
brothers with their faces decorated
by white and black war paint, spin-
ning blind-folded pledges in circles.
AT felt that he witnessed a pledging
ritual and would have stopped
watching had he understood what
was happening. And yet they still
argue that fraternities are unfairly
stereotyped as boys without intel-
lectual ambition.
Chilly Willy
Sometimes less is more. Some-
times less is unfortunate when it's
viewed by a party full of available
women. At Tropical on Saturday, a
male sophomore transfer student
apparently jumped right into the
swing of things at this Trinity bash.
Stripped down to what nature in-
tended, he splashed around the dirty,
man-made pool. Sure, AT was a part
of the crowd that watched his naked
frolicking. Who wouldn't? It always
is a bit amusing to see the effects that
a changing temperature has on the
male anatomy. I guess there's some
proof to the shrinking effect.
Pay $10 Or Pay Nothing... You
Decide
It is in AT's opinion that $10 is a
steep price to pay to any party gods.
The brothersiof Psi U, by no stretch
of the imagination any type of gods,
do not feel the same way. Therefore
they must have expected students to
sneak in and placed a snappy-
dressed pledge at every opening
around the perimeter. Too bad they
didn't see that the fence was down
in the back. AT doesn't know how
they couldn't notice since it was
where all the brothers seemed to
congregate in "peeing committees."
Nevertheless, many students did
crash the party, and did drink $10
worth of beer and charged it to the
brothers. Every party was free on
Saturday night.
The Party Barn Defies Its Demise
It was a swinging good time at
the Party Barn this Saturday. AT was
there (with proof of age, thank God)
to witness the dancing extrava-
ganza, and painful falls of the swing-
ers who swung too hard. Also
spotted were flashing red lights that
were pinned to the "nipple area" on
members of both sexes, reminding
AT of the age-old game "Tune In, To-
kyo". All in all, this defiance of the
new alcohol policy in the Party Barn
was a great way to drink your share
out of a whale bone glass from the
Red Lobster. And you weren't forced
to sneak into a party that was free.
LECTURES PERFORMAN
Means Memorial Lecture
The Philosophy Department presents the annual
Blanchard W Means Memorial Lecture on Monday, Oc-
tober 19,1998.
Dr. Louis H. Feldman, Professor of Classics, Yeshiva
University, New York will speak on Philo and the Dan-
gers of Philosophizing" at 8:00 pm in McCook Audito-
rium.
"Concept of Race" Conference
On Wednesday, October 14th and Thursday, Octo-
ber 15th, Trinity will be hosting a conference entitiled
"The Concept of Race."
This conference, which will touch upon racism,
dassism, and anti-semitism (among other issues), will
be sponsored by the Office of the Dean of the Faculty,
the Center for the Study of Religion in Public Life, and
by the Department of Philosophy.
Wednesday's lectures, which will run from 9:30 am
to 5:30 pm will be; The Science (?) of Race, Nazi
Antisemitismand the "Science of Race "The. Relation be-
tween Race and Slavery, and Race or Culture: Medieval
Notions ofDifference. All Wednesday lectures will take
place in the McCook Auditorium.
Thursday's lectures, which will run from 9:30 am to
5:30 pm, will be: Raceand t he Literary Imagination, The
Continental Fallacy of Race, Race vs. Class: Which is it?,
and the Concluding Panel. All Thursday's lectures will
take place in the Rittenberg Lounge in Mather Hall.
Both days there will be a reception immediately af-
ter the lectures.
The Conference will be free and open to the Trinity
community and to the public. For more information,
contact Sue Day at x2353 or Berel Lang at x2323.
Electronic Cello (E-Cello) Recital
On Wednesday October 7, Austin Arts Center pre-
sents a noontime recital featuring Jefferey Krieger in
Videocello, an interactive video piece for e-cello, com-
puter and video.
The performance will include a preview of Suddenly
It's Evening, a commissioned work for e-cello by Ameri-
can composer Donald Erb; and Ceiio Chi, with singing
cellist Sarah Hopkins.
The performance will take place at 12:15 pm in
Garmany Hall. Admission is free. No ticket is required.
Actresses
On Wednesday, October 7, The Latin American and
Spanish Film Festival wil present its fifth film this se-
mester.
The film, Actresses, revolves around a young actress
preparing to play a film diva in an upcoming movie.
The girl searches out and interviews three of the
star's closest friends. All three are more than willing
to talk but each paints a wildly different image of the
actress.
The 90 minute film, (in Catalan with English sub-
titles) will be accompanied by a talk by Thomas
Harrington of the Department of Modern Languages.
The film will take place at 7:30 pm in the Life Sci-
ence Center Auditorium. Admission is free.
Chapel Happenings
Wednesday, October 7
12:00 pm Roman Catholic Mass
Crypt Chapel •
h . " Zen Chapel
Crypt Chapel
Sunday, October 11
5:00 pm Roman Catholic Mass
7:00 pm 'Vespers Service
Panel on "Teaching"
This Tuesday Ocrohci 6 1998 oiiedrsci vices will
be sponsoring an alumni panel on Teaching', m the
Alumni lounge (upstairs Maihei.'
We welcome all those interested hi ihe teaching
prolession to attend
This could be a gieat oppoi tunit;. u1 hn»e many of
youi questions or concci ns answered b> experienced
piofessioruls
Kim Jones'89 - Ol lcv Wol
Uzma Akland '98 - High School Teacher
Marion Heubner '87 - Special Education
CINESTUDIO
imiiHiainvinjii ..w
Nights of Cabiria Wed. & Thu., Oct. 7 & 8 7:30 pm
Fri. & Sat., Oct. 9 & 10 7:00 pm
Sun., Oct. 11 2:30 pm, 7:00 pm
Mon.&Tues.,Oct.l2&13 7:30 pm
(Italy, 1957) Directed by Federico Fellini. Screenplay by Fellini, Ennio Flaiano, with additional dialogue by Pier Paolo
Pasolini. Music; by Nino Rota. Cast: Giulietta Masina, Francois Perier, Amedeo Nazzari, Franca Marzi. Hartford area film
;•' lovers now have the opportunity to see the spectacular restoration of Fellini's masterpiece, that magically brings to-
gether the realism of La Strada with the fantasy of La Dolce Vita. Giulietta Masina gives an indelible performance as a
waifish Roman streetwalker, whose joyful belief in the goodness of humanity is undaunted by her many misadventures.
Clearly a labor of love, the restoration gives us newly translated subtitles of the streetwise dialogue written by Pier Paolo
Pasolini, and a missing sequence of a homeless Christ figure that was censored by the Catholic Church. 1957 Academy
Award for Best Foreign Film. "Through Masina's unforgettable performance, Cabiria will endure as long as anyone cares
•' to watch transcendence projected on a screen." Kenneth Turan, L.A. Times. 137 min.
Billy's Hollywood Screen Kiss Fri., Oct9 9:45 pm
Sat, Oct. 10 2:30 pm, 9:45 pm
(1998) Written and directed by Tommy O'Haver. Cast: Sean P. Hayes, Brad Rowe, Meredith Scott Lynn, Paul Bartel. Boy
meets boy. Boy loses boy. Boy hires drag queens to re-enact famous Hollywood clinches (including From Here to Eternity)
in his photography studio. It may not be the typical Hollywood plot, but Billy's Hollywood Screen Kiss is a surreal, day-
glo comedy with all the heady romance of a movie classic. A gay photographer who jokes about having inherited "the
show tunes gene" pursues a Bay watch-ready waiter, and dreams day and night of the kiss that will satisfy his fantasies of
Mr. Right. Adding a touch of 60s camp is a trio of drag artistes, who sing Petula Clarke hits to comment on the action as it
unfolds. 92 min.
Testamento Wed. & Thuv Oct. 14 & 15 7:30 pm
Fri., Oct. 16 7:00 pm
Sat, Oct. 17 2:30 pm, 7:00 pm
(1997, Portugal/Brazil/Cape Verde/France/Belgium) Directed by Francisco Manso. Based on Mr. Napumoceno's Last
Will and Testament by Germano Almeida. Cast: Nelson Xavier, Maria Ceica, Chico Diaz, Karla Leal. Based on the novel by
Cape Verdean author Germano Almeido, Testamento is a fascinating introduction to the rich culture and stunning physi-
cal beauty of this small West Af fican island. Nelson Xavier stars as Mr. Napumoceno, the richest man in his village who
leaves his fortune not to his nephew but to an illegitimate daughter. Listening to his taped diaries, the young woman
discovers the inner secrets of the father she barely knew. Music by Tito Paris and Cape Verdean diva Cesaria Evora "This
lush, enchanting film is impressive and adds to the burgeoning canon of Portuguese cinema." The Boston Phoenix Claire
Andrade-Watkins of Emerson College will speak following the Wednesday screening of Testamento. 117 min
Compiled by Christine McCarthy McMorris
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Zimbabwe Exhibit
This week an exposition of Zimbabwe sculpture will
be on view at the Old State House.
The artists will be present at the exhibition to com-
ment on their work.
The Old State House is located at 800 Main Street in
downtown Hartford. For information on days and
times call the Old State House at (860) 522-6766.
"Curators and Canapes"
On Friday October 9, from 6:00 pm to 9:00 pm, The
Yale University Arc Gallery will present "Curators and
Canapes," a special reception showcasing the Art Gal-
lery to visitors.
This special event will offer delicious food, wine,
music, door prizes, tours and previews of exhibitions
at both the Art Gallery and the Yale Center for British
Art by the directors arid curators.
Sponsored by the Members of the Yale Art Museums.
$50 in advance, $60 at the door.
For more information on the exhibit itself and on
the related events, call the Yale University Art Gallery
at (203) 432-0611.
The Yale University Art Gallery is located in New
Haven, on Chapel Street at York.
The Unmapped Body
The keynote lecture for The Unmapped Body will be
given at the gallery on Friday, October 16.
The Unmapped Body is an on-going exhibit at Yale
University Art gallery featuring three black British art-
ists whose work explores their identity as black mem-
bers of the United Kingdom.
The lecture will be given by Richard J. Powell,
chariman of art and art history at Duke University at 5
pm. A reception will follow.
On Saturday, October 17, from 10 am to noon, the art-
ists in the exhibit, Sonia Boyce, Keith Piper, and Sutapa
Bliss will discuss their own and and other's work with
three artists from the Yale School of Art.
For more information on the exhibit itself and on
the related events, call the Yale University Art Gallery
Q03>4320611 : : ;611.v, ; ; , , , , , 
The Yale University Art Gallery is located in New
Haven, on Chapel Street at York.
Andersen Consulting
Andersen Consulting, the world's largest and most
well known consulting firm is looking for students with
creative business minds to turn today's businesses into
tomorrow's businesses! On Thursday, October 8th, in
the Alumni Lounge, Andersen will be presenting an in-
formation session on both the world of consulting, and
more specifically, Andersen Consulting's role in the
business world. The company offers a plethora of op-
portunities for young professionals with liberal arts
educations. The information session will take place
from 7-9 p.m., and there will be a resume drop held in
Career Services on October 23rd.
Andersen Consulting is a very exciting company in
a rapidly growing field. Make sure not to let this op-
portunity pass you by!
ConnPIRG Notes
Sign ConnPIRG's caribou in the lobby of Mather
Tuesday and Thursday to support our Save the Arctic
Wilds Campaign.
Register to vote all day Wednesday at either the Bis-
tro, the Long Walk, or in Mather Lobby. Sponsored by
ConnPIRG, College Democrats, College Republicans,
and Community Outreach.
Any individual who does not wish to support
ConnPIRG may receive a refund of the fee with a stu-
dent ID during the following times in Mather or con-
tact COnnPIRG at ex. 3510. The times will be Tuesday
from 12:00-1:00 pm and 5:00-6:00 pm and Wednesday
from 12:30 pm-l:30 pm and 5:30-6:30 pm.
Squash Championships
From Tuesday, October 6 through Sunday, October
11, the Hartford Golf Club at 143 Norwood Street in West
Hartford will be the host to the U.S. Open Women's
Championships.
Sixteen of the world's best women's Squash players
will compete for the coveted U.S. Open crown. Players
come from six continents to qualify for and compete in
this huge sports tournament, which features that larg-
est purse of any US. squash tournament this year. All
proceeds will go to the The Hartford Golf Club Schol-
arship foundation. . • y; [' ̂
V For;more iriibrmaCibn contact Kirstin A'rie'iirn at
(860) 673-6875 or Rob Krizek at (860) 232-2600.
Showcase Cinema - 936 Silver Lane
Times are valid through Thursday, October 8
Prices $7.25 regular admission; $4.50 matinees before 6:00 pm
For scheduling information, call (860) 568-8810
Antz(PG) 2 screens
Blade (R) ;
Dance With Me (PG)
A Night at the Roxbury (PG-13)
One True Thing (R)
Ronin(R) 2 screens
Rush Hour (PG-13) 2 screens
Strange-Land (R)
There's Something About Mary (R)
Urban Legend (R)
What Dreams May Come (PG-13) 2 screens
1:00 pm, 3:00 pm, 5:00 pm, 7:00 prn, 900 pm
2:00 pm, 4:00 pm, 6:00 pm, 8:00 pm, 10:00 pm
9:45 pm
1:30 pm, 4:25 pm, 7:05 pm
130 pm, 3:05 pm, 5:05 pm, 7:45 pm, 10:15 pm
1:35 pm, 4:20 pm, 7:00 pm, 9:35 pm
1:10 pm, 355 pm, 6:55 pm, 9:25 pm
1:40 pm, 4:30 pm, 7:30 pm, 10:00 pm
12:45 pm, 255 pm, 5:10 pm, 7:20 pm, 9:30 pm
1:20 pm, 3:30 pm, 5:40 pm, 750 pm, 10:05 pm
12:50 pm, 2:50 pm, 4:50 pm, 7:15 pm, 9:20 pm
1:25 pm, 4:40 pm, 7:25 pm, 9:55 pm
12:55 pm, 3:10-pm, 5:20 pm, 7:35 pm, 9:50 pm
1:15 pm, 4:15 pm, 7:10 pm, 9:40 pm
1:45 pm, 4:45 pm, 7:40 pm, 10:10 pm
Newington Theater - 40 Cedar Street in Newtington
times are valid through Thursday, October 8
Prices $3.50 regular admission
For Scheduling in formation, call (860) 666-8489
Armageddon (PG-13)
The Mask of Zorro (PG-13)
1:30 pm, 4:15 pm, 7:00 pm
1:40 pm, 4:25 pm, 7:10 pm
Real Artways Theater - 56 Arbor Street in Hartford
Times are valid through Thursday, October 8
For prices and scheduling call (860) 232-1006 .
Gadjo Dilo (not rated) 3:30 pm, 5:30 pm, 7:30 pin
Tuesday, October 6
7:00 pm Migrations and Diasporic
Communities Series -
Rittenberg Lounge.
8:00 pm Alumni Panel on Career
Opportunities in Teaching
Location to be decided.
Wednesday, October 7











Jonathan & Jack Chatfield
The Bistro.1
Movie Night.






Junior Class Study Break.




2:30 pm Meet with Barry Bannister, Assoc.
Vice President of Academic
Affairs of lingnan College in
Hong Kong.
Contact Prof. King-fai Tam
for further info.
Saturday, October 10
7:00 pm Movie Night.
,,. .. ,, Rumble in the Bronx and
tie,: '"'[" -. ' : Mr. Nice Guy in McCook
Auditorium.
Tutoring Opportunities
Chemistry and algebra tutoring is needed for a local 11th
grader. Also her two younger 7th and 8th grade brothers are also
in need of tutoring assistance. If interested in helping any of them,
please call Angela Robinson at 278-6245 (H) or 586-1315 (Voice
Mail).
A local 13 year old boy needs a tutor in math and English. If





Best Hotels, Parties, Prices. Book early and
Save!
Earn Money and Free Trips!




Hiring energetic, part-time waiters and
waitresses. Cool, fun environment.
Oasis - Upscale Diner
and
Panchos - Fresh Mex
Call (860) 241-8200
For Sale:
NEUTRAL COLOR COLONIAL PRINT COUCH WITH
MATCHING CHAIR. MINT CONDITION. $125.
860-521-0135.
nu
However you say it,












7 NIGHTS A WEEK
"Best Diner and Best Mexican"- Hartford Advocate
*** Hartford Courant
Both at 267 Farmington Avenue - Hartford; - 241-8200
Show us your Trinity ID for 20% off food
purchases at Oasis or Pancho's until 11/1/98
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Field Hockey Stops Nationally Ranked Rivals
BY KATE LEONARD
Sports Writer
Trinity Field Hockey pro-
tected their undefeated record
this week against two of the top
teams in the country.
On Thursday, Trinity battled
with the talented Springfield
College team. The Bantams
opened up slowly giving up a
series of early corners to the op-
position. For the first time this
season, the Bantams were
scored upon first. The Lady
Bantams, however, refused to
stay quiet for long. With only a
few minutes remaining in the
half, Whitney Scarlet '99, one of
three Trinity players leading the
NESCAC in scoring, converted
an offensive corner to tie the
game.
In the second half, the Ban-
tams played more confidently
and challenged the Springfield
goalie with a number of quick
shots in the circle.
Although the Bantams could
not keep the Springfield offense
out of their own circle, out-
standing defensive play by
Katie Rieg '00, keeper Jess Mar-
tin '02, Kate Krautman '99,
Vanessa Ruff '99 and quick re-
covery by forwards Camilla
Love '99 and Mary Jacobs '01,
Springfield was held scoreless
for the rest of the game.
Trinity Field Hockey Watches Another Win Go Into The Record Books KATIE BRYANT
Kate Kroutrnan '99 holds her ground KATIE BRYANT
As time ran off the clock it
looked like Trinity would have
to play their second overtime in
less than a week. However, the
Bantams kept pummeling
Springfield's defense, and with
less than five minutes remain-
ing, off a beautiful cross by Love,
Whitney Brown '01 tipped the
ball in to win the game for the
Bantams, 2-1.
On Saturday, the Bantams
traveled to Williams, where af-
ter dominating play throughout
the first twenty minutes with-
out scoring, a defensive lapse
allowed the Ephs to capitalize
on a fast break. Trinity re-
sponded immediately when
Nancy Dwyer '99, the NESCAC
leading scorer, scored off a bro-
ken corner.
And the Bantams were not
done. Before the end of the half,
off another broken corner,
midfielder, Kelly Flaman '99
swept a perfect shot past Will-
iams' goalie to put the Bantams
up 2-1 at half time.
Trinity hit a lull at the begin-
ning of the second half, and
play remained around the
midfield as the two teams
fought for possession. After a
few unproductive fast breaks by
Williams, Trinity's game was
recharged by the aggressive and
rj.rglentless play of center forward
Jacobs.
With four minutes left, fol-
lowing a great defensive recov-
ery by Brown, the Bantams
carried the ball up field where
Scarlet once again blew a shot
by the goalie to give Trinity a 3-
1 victory.
Trinity will continue to be
challenged by talented teams in
the next two weeks when they
face Conn Colilege, Colby,
Smith and an undefeated Tufts
team. If they can continue to
display the kind of veteran lead-
ership that they have in the past
few weeks, then challenging for
a top spot in the Nation ought
to be within reach.
SHOULD YOU CHOOSE




Join us to learn about career opportunities
in our Investment Banking Group
Presentation
Date: Tuesday, October 6,1998 (Today)
Place: Terrace Room B
Time: 7:00 PM
With Prudential
Securities there is no
compromise.
W e have all the
products of a bulge-
bracket firm plus one
of the world's largest
distribution systems.
And, we're a small
team-oriented investment





All concentrations welcome. Prudential Securities Incorporated is an Equal Opportunity Employer (M/F/D/V)
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Men's Soccer Takes Minor Fall
Four Game Win Streak Stopped At Williams
BY ANDY HAYES
Sports Writer
Saturday proved to be quite a
challenge for the men's soccer
team. For the first time in years,
the squad went to Williams
with great expectations. They
were riding a four game win
streak in which they had shut-
out all four opponets. The Ban-
tams were simply scoring goals
and playing dominating soccer.
For some reason, the Bantam
kickers, however, failed to play
their game in Williamstown
and en'ded up getting ham-
mered 5-2.
The Bantams struck first in
the tenth minute when Nathan
Potter '00 tipped in a cross from
Mickey Chambers '01. But the
Williams squad came right
back and tied the game at one
just one minute later.
The Ephs continued to put
unbelievable pressure on the
bantams forcing many turn-
overs in the midfield. Williams
netted one more before the half
and the game was 2-1 Ephs at
the break.
The second half was much
like the first where sloppy mis-
takes resulted in Williams'
goals. It was 3-1 Williams in the
fifteenth minute Chambers
goal brought the Bantam kick-
ers within one.
With 30 minutes to play,
however, the Bantams were out
hustled and out muscled
around the Eield. The defense
who had given up only one goal
Richy Lynch '01 Goes Up For The Header In
Recent Competition
KATIE BRYANT
so far this year failed to play
their usual tough, defiant style.
Every team has a bad day, and
hopefully this was just one of
those days for the Bantams.
This loss mustsoonbe forgotten
as nationally ranked Amherst
College (4) comes to campus on
Wedsnday, October 7, at 4:00
pm. The team will look to up-
set a tough Lord Jeff s team who
boasts two of the top forwards
l d
your team!










4:15 The Spit vs. Monkey Lovers
5:15H. Goodman vs. Manf's A Monkey
Thursday, Oct. 8
4:15 H. Goodman vs. Jive Turkey
5:15 Playah Haters vs. Monkey Lovers
Soccer
Tuesday, Oct. 6
4:15 The Dutchmakers vs. Jones I Hungry
5:15 Team Boot & Scoot vs. The Barracudas
Wednesday, Oct. 7
4:15 Team #3 vs. Muntel
5:15 Team #3 vs. Team #5
4:15 Team #1 vs. Team #6
4:15 Team #2 vs. Team #5
5:15 Team #1 vs. Team #4
5:15 Team #2 vs. Team #6
Thursday, Oct 8
4:15 Best of Puerto R ico II vs. The Barracudas
5:15 Best of Puerto Rico vs. The International Superstars
Ruck Around The Clock
Men's R ugby Presses On
Fairfield's try-zone.
*""*- BY SCOTT ROUSSEAU
Sports Writer
The Trinity rugby team
played tough this past Saturday
as they defeated Fairfield 24-10.
The ruggers demonstrated the
depth of their talent as they
controlled the field despite the
absence of five starting players.
The previous weekend the
rugby team had a disappointing
loss, but this Saturday with
sheer intensity and desire, they,
conquered a team that they had
Trinity continued to fight
with the team spirit of 15 angry
Bantams as they muscled
through Fairfield's attack to
gain possession once again,
which transpired in Trinity's fi-
nal try by 3 year veteran Mike
York'99.
The vocal support by the
rugby fans grew louder as the
team continued to extend the
score. Powerful runs by Matt
Wikstrom '01 and crushing hits
by Mike Shad '99, Teddie Govola
'01, Jamie McClouski '01 and
...with sheer intensity and drive, they
conquered a team that they had never
before beaten in league play
never before defeated in league
play.
: Trinity scored quickly with a
penalty kick by Scott Rousseau
'99 and a try scored by Chris
Sandifer '99 on a penalty call
which put Trinity up by 10
points. The Trinity defense de-
nied many of Fairfield's attacks
by delivering spine-chilling
tackles allowing only three
points at the conclusion of the
first half.
The second half kicked off
with Trinity's second-rowers
stealing line-outs resulting in
intense play by the backline as
they dominated the opposition.
On a 5-man line-out play, Brad
Loberg '00 scored a crucial try
with a 30 meter run into
Anthony Pandolfe '99 height-
ened the team's momentum.
Fairfield played with heart
and didn't give up as they scored
a try with five minutes left. The
referee blew his whistle soon
thereafter and the game was
over. Trinity shook Fairfield's
hands and walked off the field
with the feeling of triumph.
Fairfield stepped onto their bus
bruised and defeated.
Trinity will be away next Sat-
urday at Yale looking for an-
other vital victory. If the team's
strong veteran leadership can
step up as it has been in the past
few weeks, future prospects for
the team are good. As these
leaders close out their careers, a
strong finish is all they want.
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Trinity Crew Brings Back Some Hardware
men stole the gold. Coxswain
Spencer Schulten '01 ledhis
eight rowers Barret Bijur '01,
Andrew Bartle '99, Andy
Copleman '01, Colin
MacAllister '00, Bob Deegan '99,
Etienne LeBailley '99, John
Mansfield '01 and Steve Colgate
'99 to a phenomenal win over
six other crews with a time of
17:43.
The First Varsity Women's
Eight made their move down
the three mile race course after
the Lightweights. With twenty-
two crews entered in the
Women's Open Eight competi-
tion, co-captain and coxswain
Beth Bronzino '99 and her eight
rowers Kelly Johnson '00, co-
captain Emma Uehlein '99,
Angulo, Carlson and Pringle
claimed yet another bronze for
Trinity with an impressive time
a few seconds over seventeen
minutes. They followed right
behind first place winner Riv-
erside Boat Club and second
Wesleyan University.
The Lightweight Eight
placed thirteenth out of twenty
with a time just over eighteen
minutes. Coxswain McLean
steered the course for rowers
Colgate, MacAllister, Bijur,
LeBailley, Bartle, Deegan,
Copleman and Mansfield. The
men did comment that the sec-
ond race was much more diffi-
cult rowing with muscles that
were already quite fatigued
from their earlier competition.
Women's Crew Continues
Taking Great Strides
. BY KATIE KURZ
1 Senior Editor
This past Sunday set a picture
perfect stage on the Merrimack
River for the Head of the Textile
Regatta in Lowell, Massachu-
setts. This regatta boasts a three
mile long race course with two
big bends in the middle to in-
crease the challenge to the
crews' coxswains. The smooth
waters reflected the warming
rays of the autumn sun while
parents and friends gathered
along the sidelines. The crew
coaches couldn't have asked for
a more solid performance by che
rowers for the first regatta of the
season. .
Trinity's rowers did not waste
any time' seizing their first
medal in their first race of the
day. Two Men's Heavyweight
Fours launched just before noon
to compete in the Men's Open
Four.
The eight rowers of these two
boats normally practice to-
gether in one boat, but coach
Steve Fluhr wanted to increase
the team's practice and racing
time. All of the male rowers
competed twice at this regatta.
The first heavyweight boat
claimed the bronze with a time
of 19:20, just six seconds off
Wesleyan University, the win-
ner. This boat comprised of
Fernando Borghese '01, Gus
Poole '00, George Hutton '01,
Doug Carlson '01 and coxswain
Jennifer Clark '02 tied for third
place with U.S. Military Acad-
emy and Williams College.
The second heavyweight
boat followed up in tenth place,
thirty-five seconds off Trinity's
first boat's time. George McLean
'02 steered this crew made up of
Evan Remley '99, Leo Angulo
'01, Reed Wilmerding '01 and
Dwight Pringle '99.
While the Men's Fours were
coming down the race course,
the Second and Third Varsity
Women's Eights were practic-
ing up stream, preparing for
their upcoming race. The
Women's Crews wereunder the
giddM^ttf'-Pskfta Spencer, the
Novice Women's Coach, while
Women's Head Coach Erica
Schwab was out of town.
Forty crews were registered
for the Women's Club Eight.
Only fifty-four seconds off the
winner, the Second Varsity boat
took thirteenth place with a
solid time of 20:35. Holy Cross
claimed the gold with a time of
19:41. The Second Varsity boat
coxed by Jessica Holland '01
passed Middlebury College on
the race course with rowers
Katie Kurz '99, Amy Cox '00,
Karyn Meyer '99, Shana
Grannan '01, Vanessa Parker-
Geisman '01, Susanna Kise '01,
Elisabeth Healey '00 and





Law Day Open House >
Join your peers in learning about Law School.
Mock Class
Panel Discussion: How to Choose the Right Law School,
The Admissions Game
Question and Answer Sessions with Students and Alumni
Financial Aid Session
Luncheon Reception with Faculty, Administration,
Students and Alumni
Where: Roger Williams University School of Law
Ten Metacom Avenue
Bristol, RI 02809
When: Saturday, October 17,1998
Time: 9:00 am - 2:00 pm
R.S.V.P.: Admissions, 1-800-633-2727 or 401-254-4511
EMILY BEALES
the boat.
The Third Varsity boa t placed
twenty-fourth out of forty with
a time of 21:45. This boat was
made up of a mixture of varsity
and novice rowers: coxswain
Tania Martino '02, Emily Beck
'Oljen Mann '02, Kate Clark '02,
Jenny Benjamin '01, Jessica
Birnbaum '02, Ellie Maletta '02,
Rebecca Kanin '02, and Sarah
Melintsky '02.
The Men's Lightweight Eight
rowed in the race following the
Women's Club Eight.' With a
stellar performance, these nine Nelson, Trinity Crew's of f ical mascot
-IF ^TM
EMILY BEALES
The Women's Varsity Eight At This
Past Weekend's Competition
to.
Fares ire RI. Do not Include taxes.
Restrictions apply.
Are subject to change.
vel
CIEE: Council on Inlermlloiial
Educational Exchange
320 Elm Street, New Haven
[203]-562-5335
w w w . c o u n c i l t r a v e I . com
Kathleen Fulton '99, Jocelyn
Jones '99, Allison Odell'99, Isaac
Bohanon '00, Liisa Jackson '01
and Bryna McConarty '99 knew
that they would be faced up
against some strong crews. Yet
these nine women showed the
other crews that they were a
force that would not be over-
taken easily.
They passed Middlebury Col-
lege soundly and were on top of
Holy Cross as they crossed the
finish line. They placed sixth
with a time of 20:02, forty-seven
seconds off the winner, River-
side Boat Club.
The Men's Crews finished out
the day with their second race
each, competing in the Men's
Open Eight. The Heavyweight




Fall days like this past Sun-
day do not get much better and
the Bantam rowers left Lowell,
Massachusetts feeling solid
about their first performance of
the season.
With three medals for the
team, Trinity looks optimisti-
cally to the Head of the Con-
necticut this Sunday in
Middletown, Connecticut,
where they will face up against
many of the same crews on the
three and a half mile course of
the Connecticut River. The
crews will round out the rest of
their competitive fall season
with the Head of the Charles
Regatta in Boston, Massachu-
setts the second weekend of
Reading Week and the Head of
the Schuylkill ends the season
the following weekend in Phila-
delphia. •!.•
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T m Not A Player, I Just Crush A Lot"
Women's Tennis Clocks WinsAtRolex
BY CAROLINE HUGHES
Sports Writer
The Trinity Women's Tennis
Team is finally able to enjoy the
strength of their full lineup as
they approach the final three
matches of the season and the
New England Championships.
Becky Mate '02 and tri-captain
Erica Mann '99 are back in the
lineup after being sidelined ear-
lier in the season.
Last Wednesday, the team
used their strength and deter-
mination to defeat Division I
University of Hartford. Playing
by Division I rules and battling
high-speed winds, the women
stayed focused and crushed the
University of Hartford 7-2.
In singles play, Trinity won all
six matches despite the weather
conditions. However, the
women had a tougher time in
the doubles play, losing two out
of the three matches. Tri-cap-
tain Amy Friedman '99 and
Caroline Hughes '00 breezed
through their match, defeating
their opponents 8-3 at #3
doubles.
Despite tremendous play,
Mate and Erica Johnson '00
were defeated 8-6 in #1 doubles.
Heidi Polsen '00 and Mann lost
a tough match in Mann's first
match back after her injury and
the duo's first appearance to-
gether.
This past weekend, the Lady
Bantams ventured to Wellesley
College to compete in the Rolex
Tournament. Six women com-
peted in the tournament, three
singles players and two doubles
teams.
In the first round of singles
play, Johnson was defeated by
the #1 player from Mount
Holyoke, while Mate crushed
her opponent 6-2,6-1. Mate ad-
vanced to the second round but
was outslugged by one of the
top players from Williams Col-
lege.
Friedman played an intense
match against the #4 seed from
Wellesley College, but fell in
three sets, 3-6, 6-2, 3-6. In the
consolation round, Friedman
played flawlessly and advanced
to the semifinals before drop-
ping to the Bates competitor.
The doubles teams made an
impressive performance as they
both advanced to the
quarterfinal round. Friedman
and Huggies played a duo from
Colby College and fought back
to win after losing the first set
in a tiebreaker 6-7, 6-2, 6-3.
They went on to play RPI and
easily destroyed them, 6-3, 6-1.
Friedman and Huggies then
faced the powerful team from
Smith but could not shake
them, and were defeated 1-6,1-
6.
Mann and Polsen performed
like a veteran team, despite only
playing one match together
prior to the tournament. They
played an amazing first round
match against the duo from
Colby College and battled to
win 6-4,7-6. Mann and Polsen
then impressively went on to
upset the #2 seed, Bowdoin 6-2,
6-1. They dropped to Amherst,
who is notorious for excellent
doubles, 3-6,2-6.
Coach Wendy Bartlett was
thrilled with the performance
of the team in their first appear-
ance in the Rolex; The doubles
teams are finally coming to-
gether, with the constant drill-
ing by Coach Bartlett, Coach
DePhillips, and new doubles
specialist Sherri Shea.
The hard work is paying off
this season, and the team is
looking forward to three tough
matches in the next two weeks,
Vassar, Smith, and Tufts. The
women are 5-2 and are aiming
for the best team record in
Women's Trinity Tennis history.
Volleyball Digs Competition
Prepares For NESCACPlay
•; BY JEN GERARD
Sports Writer
Sara Maloney takes Aim
Towards Another Win
KATIE BRYANT
Tuesday, September 29, the
Bantams travelled to St. Joseph's
College and returned home
with one more win under their
belt. Trinity defeated St.
Joseph's, 3-2. Angie DeMartino
'01 baffled her opponents with
20 digs, while Megan
Konieczny '02 shot down St
Joseph's defems© with<10-Wlls<-«
Natasha Wilson '02, another
shining Freshman player, had
an outstanding 30 assists.
Coach Fran Vandermeer, who
used to coach at St. Joseph's, said
that they could've played alittle
better, however they were "very
happy to walk out of that gym
„ with a win."
Thursday, October 1 Trinity
hosted Clark University at
home. Unfortunately for Clark,
the ride back to Worcester was
a long one, as they lost 3-0 to the
Bantams. Again, DeMartino
stood out with 13 digs, and Wil-
son added 23 more assists to her
record. Kristin Hagan '02 pow-
ered out 11 kills.
While most of Trinity's ath-
letes were battling the Ephs this
last weekend, the volleyball
team stayed a little closer to
home, facing their biggest ri-
vals, Wesleyan University. The
Wesleyan Tournament took
place on Friday, October 2 and
Saturday, October 3.
On Friday, in the "feature
match" of the tournament, the
Bantams took on Wesleyan. At
their last meeting in the Trinity
Tournament on September 11-
12, Trinity defeated Wesleyan,
however, this; weekend the
tables turned. But, of course, the
Bantams didn't go without a
fight, and they took it to five
"We are still
bounded with their second win
over Teikyo Post. The Bantams
dominated, taking the match
with ease, 3-0. Hagan was
named to the All-Tournament
Team, and, in addition to an-
other stellar performance by
DeMartino, Amalia Greenberg
'01 gave the Bantams a huge lift
defensively this weekend. Cap-
tain Harleigh Leach '00 com-
mented on the tournament, "We





turn to in ten or
eleven matches"
games, losing 3-2. Each and ev-
ery game was well contested, as
well as very high-scoring.
This was the best played
match of the entire weekend, as
both teams put forth their best
efforts. Wesleyan took the win
with a more veteran team. Ac-
cording to Coach Vandermeer,
"We are still looking for that
clutch, go-to person; the person
we can turn to in ten or eleven
matches. The mistakes we
made cost us the match,"
Saturday, the Bantams went
back out to battle Smith and
Teikyo Post. Trinity suffered a
tough loss to Smith, 3-0, but re-
Coach Vandermeer believes
that the team has the physical
ability to dominate this year,
but as she states, "we need to
change our focus. We need to
come out quicker and cut out
the mental errors, and we need
to be more aggressive offen-
sively."
On Tuesday, October 6 the
Bantams will make the trip to
Amherst College. Trinity will
have to put their best foot for-
ward against the Firedogs, who
stand at 14-2.
During Reading Week, the
Lady Bantams will travel to
Western Connecticut on
Wednesday, October 14, and to
Tufts for the Tufts Tournament
on Saturday, October 17.
Currently, the volleyball
team record stands at 10-11. The
Bantams are constantly mak-
ing improvements in their game
and truly has a bright future
ahead.




Saturday, the cross country
teams traveled to the Babson
Invitational. This meet pro-
vided the opportunity for the
teams to preview the course for
the New England meet, which'
is also the qualifying meet for
Nationals. While the course it-
self received accolades and
some individuals ran well, the
overall team performances were
not as impressive.
The women began the day
racing against over 200 people
and 30 teams. Nicole Hanley '99
was the top Trinity finisher, as .
she held off classmate Thania
Benios '99 in a sprint for the
tape. They finished in 6th and
7th, with the respective times of
19:01 and 19:02. Both felt that
the course was "excellent...a
good site for the New England
meet. It is fairly flat with a few
rolls and it has virtually no
pavement, which is nice." •
The third team finisher, in
12th place, was Yolanda
Flamino '99. Trinity's fourth
runner, Caroline Leary '02, was
sidelined with a mild injury.
This left a larger gap then nor-
mal, but Kara Barbalunga '00
took over as the fourth team fin-
isher. Barbalunga crossed the
line in 80th place and a time of
20:56. Only one second behind
was fifth runner Mariah Titlow
•00. ;.
Running well for the team
was Kathryn Frank '00 in 21:37.
The women finished in a disap-
pointing fifth place, behind
NESCAC schools Tufts and
Colby.
Priscilla McLaughlin '02 and
Jennifer Schmutzler '00 com-
peted and performed well in the
junior varsity race. McLaughlin
ran an aggressive race, while
Schmutzler took the approach
of steady advancement. Both
tactics led to fine finishes.
The men's race also took place
over a fairly flat course that
looped through the woods. This
course worked well for Todd
Markelz '01 who went out with
the lead pack and never looked
back. Markelz hung with the
top group until the final mile,
where he fell slightly off pace.
Yet, he finished an impressive
9th in a great time of 26:18.
Markelz was very pleased with
his race, as was Coach Gardner.
Gardner praised the improve-
ment that Markelz has shown
from last season, saying,
"Markelz really ran well today.
He now has the confidence to
run with the front pack in a race
and the ability to stay there. He
should only continue to im-
prove with each race."
Second for the team was An-
drew Malick'00. Malick placed
53rd with a time of 28:01.
Malick also praised the course,
although he did express that he
"thought it would be a little
faster." Close behind was David
Kyle '00 with a time of 28:18.
Malick and Kyle continue to
improve and run closer to-
gether, tightening the pack and
improving overall team scores.
Adam Forkner '00 was the
fourth runner in a time of 29:08
and Matthew Wong '00
rounded out the scoring posi-
tions, finishing one second be-
hind Forkner. These.five, with
the support of Steven Napier '02
and Caleb Sayan '00, finished in
eleventh place out'bf 30 teams.
This week, boththe men and
women will host the. Bantam
Invitational on Saturday, Octo-
ber 10, at nearby Wickham Park.
They hope to improve their
team standing as they switch to
a tough, hil ly course. Over
Reading Week they Will run in
Division I New England's.
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Big Bad Baseball Bonanza
Names: Wilson Grandin,Jeff Brown
Hometowns: Boston, MA
Favorite Team: Boston Red Sox
Favorite Player NomarGarciapara
WhatMade This SeasonGreat"DefinateIy the
homerun race. We don't normally follow
baseball exccept in the post-season, but this
year, McGwire and Sosa made things interest-
ing.". •; •. ,:.''•''
Quotables: "We were upset that the Red Sox
lost, and we were even more surprised by
| Ripken's decision to sit out, but we're both
looking forward to an exciting World Series."
Names: Lesley Loventhal, Sarah Boxer, Emily
Abrahams
Hometowns: Sharon, MA, Sherborn, MA, Great
Neck,_NY
Favorite Teams: NY Yankees, Boston Red Sox,
NYMets
What Made This Season Great: "We say the
homerun race. We were at a game where
McGwire hit a homerun, and it was all that the
fans were there for. It was excitng to be able to
see that." . . : .
Quotables: Sarah: "As long as the Yankees don't
win the World Series, meandmy fellow Sox fans
can rest easy."
Names: Matt Lynch, Angel
Hometowns: Brooklyn, NY, Queens, NY
Favorite Team: NY Yankees
Favorite Players: Paul O'Neill, Bernie Williams
What Made Ths "Season Great "All that the
Yankeeshaveachieved,withoutquestibn. The
whole Sosa and McGwire thing was great, but
we had a personal thing for, the Yanks."
Quotables: "We hope the Padres make it to the
World Series, because they are more beatable
than the Braves. It really doesn't matter
though, because the Yanks are going to pull
this one out for Darryl Strawberry."
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Bantams Fail To Milk The Purple Cows
BY COLIN RUANE
$ Sports Writer
After last Saturday's impres-
sive win against Colby, the Trin-
ity football teamspent the week
arduously preparing for their
next match up against the Wil-
liams College Ephs. The team
was determined to stay on track
towards a winning season by
increasing their record to 2-0.
However, no matter how much
time the Bantams spent going
over offensive plays and perfect-
ing defensive strategies, nothing
would prepare them for the
strong and dominating Ephs
that awaited them at Williams
College.
Right from the get go, the
Ephs were all business. Coming
out with a noticeably stronger
offense, led by their quarterback
who threw for a total of 197
yards throughout the game,
Williams went right for
Trinity's jugular by scoring
three touchdowns in the first
quarter of play. The first touch-
down was scored after a Will-
iams running back slipped
through the Trinity defensive
line at\d headed right into the "
end zone to pul the Ephs up 7-0
over the Bants.
• . In the next few minutes, Wil-
liams fooled the Trinity defense
by successfully completing a
halfback option play where the
quarterback handed the ball off
. to one of his running backs,
who laid back,behind the line
of scrimmage, and threw a pass
to an open Williams receiver
who ran for another Ephs
touchdown, increasing the
score to 14-0. It was this play
which showed the Trinity de-
fense that the Williams offense
had brought more than just the
Trinity's Defense Goes To Battle With The Ephs KATIE BRYANT
typical play book to the game.
A.s \i the Bants hadftlc, enr
dured enough.-TVilliams took
advantage of a Trinity fumble
after an attempted run and
scored on a 18 yard rush. After
failing to make the extra point,
the Ephs led 20-0. With one
more impressive and devastat-
ing pass completion in the sec-
ond quarter by the Williams
quarterback, the Bantams were
sent to the locker rooms with
their heads hanging and the
challenge of coming back from
a 27-0 deficit ahead of them in
the second half.
After .yet another Williams
score, putting them ahead in the
game, a whopping 34-0, Trinity dominating force in the
put numbers up on the
Scoreboard.
A highlight for the defense
throughout the game was the
typically above average play of
linebackers Jeff ludice '00 who
had a total of 10 tackles and
Brian LaHaie '00 who had 6.5
tackles and 1 sack. On the other
side'of the ball, the Trinity of-
fense has still not improved
upon their less than perfect per-
formance since the first scrim-
mage against Bates in
September.
Highlights of the offensive
aspect of the game was
McNeilly, who threw for 116
yards, despite one interception,
and Sean Furey '01 caught a to-
tal of 7 passes for 101 yards. The
offense gave an admirable effort,
but that effort was not enough
to win the game for the Ban-
tams. The dominating Will-
iams defense immediately
thwarted the Trinity offense
and showed them early that
Bantam running backs were not
welcome in Eph country by
holding the Bants to only 94
rushing yards.
This game should be viewed
not simply as a loss, but as an
on the Scoreboard The sole
touchdown for the Bants oc-
curred finally when quarter-
back Liam McNeilly '00
squeezed the ball past the goal
line to lessen the blow to 34-6.
This is where the score would
stand after 4 quarters of play,
much to the dismay of the Ban-
tams.
So what went wrong? That's
the question that has been lin-
gering in the minds of Trinity
players (both offense and de-
fense) and coaches. Even
though the Trinity defensive
line was expected to become a
doubts after this game against
Williams that this force can
come through this season.
However, the facts remain that
it is still early in the 1998 season
and that Williams obviously
has an exceptional offense.
It seemed as though the Trin-
ity defensive line simply
couldn't keep up with the con-
stant drives put forth by the
Ephs' offense and ultimately the
line was worn down by the im-
pressive play by the Williams
quarterback and running team
who exploited every defensive
mistake using those mistakes to
petition, specifically offensive
competition, that the Bantams
are going to have to deal with
during the 1998 season. To com-
pete with teams such as Will-
iams who have the best of both
worlds with a strong, dominat-
ing defense and an offense who
can capitalize consistently to
put numbers up on the
Scoreboard, Trinity should em-
phasize on improving overall
offensive play. The Bantams go
back to the drawing board un-
til next Saturday, October 10
when they face Hamilton in up-
state New York.
\
In Memory Of Baseball's Dream Season




This past baseball season was
highlighted by the home run
chase of Sammy Sosa and Mark
McGwire, but there were a
number of events and indi-
vidual performances that have
been overlooked by the average
fan. While most of this season
focused on offensive prowess,
some pitchers made a name for
themselves by baffeling hitters
with great regularity. Some ran
off streaks rarely seen in base-
ball while others flirted with
perfection. Those pitchers who
were not as lucky had to deal
with one of the most potent of-
fensive years in history.
One of baseball's most hal-
lowed streaks came to an end
and one of its most enduring
records was broken. A baseball
superstar reached a plateau that
had not yet been surmounted in
the game's history, and in only
his fifth major league start a 20
year old rookie pitched one of
the greatest games in history. If
you think that this season was
second basemen in the league
set a new standard in baseball
by swiping 50 bases and hitting
50 doubles in a single season.
Barry Bonds. Bonds staked
his claim to the title of greatest
feet game in the regular season
and 15th overall. Wells finished
with an 18-4 record and a 3.49
era,
Roger Clemens. After getting
off to a 5-6 start Clemens did
just about McGwire and Sosa,
you are sorely mistaken.
Cal Ripken. The hardest
working man in baseball puts
his consecutive games played
streak at 2,632 which began on
May-30,1982.
Craig Biggio. One of the best
player in the game today by
reaching, the 400 steal 400
homerun plateau. This combi-
nation of power and speed has
never been witnessed before in
the history of the game.
David Wells. On May 17,1998
Wells pitched only the 13th per-
not lose a game after the end of
May. For those of you counting,
he,won 16 straight decisions
only three short of the major
league record going into next
year. He also won the pitchers
triple crown (wins, era, and
strikeouts) for the. second
straight year.
Albert Belle. Snuck in and
was clearly the best offensive
player in the American League
this year batting .328 with 200
hits, 399 total bases, 48 doubles,
49 homeruns, and 152 RBI.
Dennis Eckersley. The Eck
cemented his place in baseball
history by breaking one of its
most respected records pitching
in his 1,071 game. A record held
by Hoyt Wilhelm. Remember
that a considerable amount of
Ecks appearances came as a
starting pitcher with the Boston
Red Sox.
Although a number of play-
ers had good years these are the
leagues most telling stories of
this past season. All of which
contributed to baseballs resur-
gence after the strike of 1994. It
is also an indication that todayis
players are capable of rewriting
the record books on a daily ba-
sis. There is no telling what the
next millenium will bring.
